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Reminding the reader that cost accounting reaches to financial reporting, notably in the presentation of what is commonly termed "cost of
goods sold," the author of this paper suggests that it is time to tackle
the difficult problem of accounting terminology in this area, in the
light of what constitutes good communications between business and
the public.

the substance of veracity that, as long as accounting is
Iconcerned only with
with providing owner - managers with the information they,
T MAY BE SAID

need to operate the enterprise efficiently and profitably, it needs no set of "generally accepted accounting principles," no set of auditing standards, and no
generally accepted terminology. Actually, this is not quite so. At least, both
bookkeepers and accountants must be trained and that requires some generally
understood way of stating subject matter. But, if one thinks, not of the detailed
debit and credit procedure or of record - keeping but of the basic concepts which
underlie present accounting practices, the opening sentence of this paragraph is,
essentially true.
Although, for example, the practice of allocating the cost of fixed assets to a
series of time periods through the medium of depreciation accounting is so much
a part of our experience and training today that accountants accept the practice
as being part of the "natural laws" of business, an entirely different practice
could conceivably be much more useful to some owner - managers. To the conservative enterpriser who prefers to recover his investment in its entirety before
spending profits, the accountant's insistence on some form of time allocation
accounting might, indeed, seem most arbitrary. To this person, the concepts of
consistency, of matching costs and revenues, and of the going concern, have little
meaning. His interest in accounting, as it relates to income determination, is
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merely that of confirming observations which he has already made through his
close supervision of the business. In a sense, the same comment may be made
with respect to the language of accounting. Whether the bookkeeper speaks of
"reserves for depreciation" or "depreciation charged off to date," of "earned
surplus" or "retained earnings," is not very important to this type of management.

Why Accountants Cannot Just "Enjoy" Their Technical Language
When, however, the owner - manager gives way to an absentee owner and
when there enter the picture creditors, the government, and an interested public,
all of this changes. When these newcomers become interested parties, accounting takes on a public interest. The development of generally accepted accounting
principles is needed in order to give objectivity to the procedures for the determination of periodic net income. Moreover, as the independent verification of
accounts becomes a necessary function in the protection of this new public interest, a set of auditing standards must also be developed. As accounting has taken
on more and more of the aspects of a profession, both of these developments
have taken place, and are continuing to grow.
As concerns accounting language, however, the response of the profession to
the growing need for better communication with the public, has been much
slower. It is only within the past few years that a determined effort has been
made to substitute new terms for some of the time - honored language of the
balance sheet and income account.
Much of the language of the accountant has its origin in the dim past. How
many accountants, for example, can explain the derivation of the words "debit"
and "credit," or "surplus," or "reserve "? In the case of the first two, this
ignorance is immaterial, since the use of the terms can be taught in the same
manner as the Continental soldiers were taught to use the terms "hayfoot,"
"strawfoot" in lieu of "left" or "right." These terms are useful only internally
and have no public interest. However, reserves and surpluses, are part of the
reporting language and, hence, take on a public interest.
One can readily understand the profession's concern with some of the terminology of the balance sheet and profit and loss statement. Even accountants
have been hard put to find a satisfactory definition of "reserve," or to justify
its use in the three different senses of valuation reserves, liability reserves, and
surplus reserves. Moreover, it is undeniable that laymen associate "surplus," all
too readily, with assets. Unfortunately, several of the new terms which have
been coined as substitutes in instances like these, are cumbersome and lack the
ease of expression which the older terms possessed. Further, to the accountant
trained in the older terminology, the changes are a decided nuisance and will
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continue to be so until all those with whom he deals as confreres fully adopt the
new language.
It is this dual function of the language, that of public communication and of
internal communication, which distinguishes the profession of accounting from
that of either law or medicine. In these two professions the technical language
is designed solely for ease of internal communication, and in the case of at
least one of them, is definitely recognized to be unintelligible to the layman.
Perhaps, after all, it is well that the doctor's patient does not know the nature
of the prescription or even, sometimes, the malady which it is intended to cure.
However, the balance sheet and income account are now being circulated among
persons with no accounting background, and accountancy has suddenly been
assigned the function of a public reporter, but with the language not designed
for that purpose.
"Cost of Goods Sold" as an Industrial Accounting Term
Moreover, not all of the debatable terms are in the area strictly of financial
accounting. Several are primarily industrial accounting terms and industrial
accountants have some responsibility for their current usage. One of the earliest
technical terms brought to the attention of the beginning student in accounting,
is "cost of sales." He learns very early that the cost of goods sold is measured
by adding together the beginning inventory and purchases, and subtracting the
ending inventory. A little later in his studies he learns that, in the case of a
manufacturing business, some additional computations must be gone through in
order to find an amount which is equivalent to the purchases figure in a merchandising business. As these new concepts are first brought to the student's
attention, they generally are taught, not as special techniques peculiar to accounting but rather as common -sense calculations which any business man would
make, even without the benefit of formal accounting training, to determine the
cost of the merchandise sold during the period.
Later, he learns that this simple calculation is not entirely what it first seemed
to be and that the determination of the ending inventory is more than a mere
taking of a physical inventory and pricing it out at invoice cost. He gradually
becomes aware of the fact that the costing of the inventory may be done by
any one of a number of different methods, none of which has any necessary
relation to the actual flow of goods within the company. He learns that, in
some businesses, purchase discounts are treated as an element in arriving at cost
of goods sold, while in others they are classified differently and, he soon grasps
the fact that this difference not only makes for a different cost of goods sold
figure but that it may also affect the net income for the period.
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If attention is being given to a manufacturing type of business, the student
gradually becomes acquainted with the fact that there is very wide latitude in
practice in the classification of items of factory expense, with reference to their
inclusion in product made and sold. In addition, he also learns that the final
inventory frequently is modified by a rule or practice known as "lower of cost
or market." By this time, he is either so busy keeping up with the developments
of the course or he is so overwhelmed with its pragmatism, that he does not
realize that the term "cost of sales" has ceased to have a meaning which the
term normally would convey and has taken on a special significance as part of
a technical jargon.
Technical jargon is generally recognized as such, because, ordinarily, it includes words and phrases which quite obviously have special meaning. However, the terms "cost of sales" or "cost of goods sold" are ones which the layman
has the right to assume he understands and that they have precise meaning.
Unfortunately, the student too often is not made to realize that the phrase represents a misuse of words having presumed meaning and constitutes technical
jargon with a meaning much less precise and, sometimes, quite different from
that expected. Certainly, when an inventory is valued at the lower of cost or
market, the resulting figure in the cost of sales calculation is sometimes more
than just cost of goods sold. Unfortunately, so many generations of accounting
students have gone through the mill that the phrase "cost of goods sold" has
become an integral part of our professional language and used in our public
reporting, without any realization of the inadequacy of the term as a means of
public communication.

To add to this inadequacy, it has become somewhat the fashion, both in public
and private accounting circles, to introduce new accounting practices which have
the effect of modifying this cost of sales. Some of these changes are the natural
result of the growth of a profession seeking better methods and better answers.
Some are the result of new sets of circumstances which require new methods for
their reporting. Generally, public accounting has been aware of the consequences
to the periodic end - results of a change in accounting method but, rather generally, the industrial accountant has not been concerned with this and tends to
look upon changes in methods as being of concern only to internal managements. There can be no objection to the latter viewpoint so long as only internal reports are affected. To the extent, however, that accounting data is
reported to the public, no accountant, whether public or private, can afford to
assume a "public be damned" attitude.
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In industrial accounting literature, and particularly that of N.A.C.A., much
attention has been devoted in recent years to the development of new cost concepts and cost methods. The rise of standard costs, the idea that there are different costs for different purposes, and the very recent development of the
concept of direct costing, all represent attempts to make accounting a more
useful tool of management. The author is in complete sympathy with these
efforts. Still further, he recognizes that the concept of direct costing may be the
most useful of all the recent developments in industrial accounting. However,
he is concerned by the attitude that these developments appear to engender,
namely, that usefulness for management purposes is the only test to be applied
to them. He is also concerned by the apparent disregard of the need for some
stability of meaning when figures are used for public purposes. This does not
necessarily imply that consistency is such a virtue as to preclude improvement,
but it does mean that considerable caution is necessary in the publication of
figures incorporating accounting developments or innovations.
Moreover, it seems hardly sufficient, in discharging one's responsibility in
this regard, to announce that cost of sales was measured one way last year and
a different way this year. The public assigns a meaning to the phrase which is
much more definite than that and which presumably, by its very nature, does
not permit arbitrary changes. As indicated earlier, the root difficulty is that we
use terms which have definite meaning for the layman, but which we see fit to
modify and redefine from time to time. Announcement of the fact that we have
redefined them does not, alone, add to the confidence which one has in
accounting.
Do We Compound Technical Terminology With Jargon?
The idea that all production costs are classifiable into product costs and period
costs has become very popular in recent years. The underlying practice is not
new but the new language — "product costs versus period costs " — appeals to
most of us. Perhaps the appeal results, in part, from the fact that the phrase
is technical jargon which packs a very important idea into a very few words,
the idea being that some production costs flow into the profit and loss account
by way of the inventories and thus may have the flow interrupted, while others
flow there directly and with no delay. The first, of course, are the product costs
and the latter the period costs.
The idea itself is quite elementary in accounting, but it is one which sometimes is lost sight of. One of the writer's pet questions to ask of cost accounting
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students concerns whether or not the net income for the period will be affected
by reclassifying packing costs from the selling expense classification to the category of a manufacturing expense. Almost inevitably, in the early part of the
course, the answers are to the effect that the gross profit will be changed but
not the net profit. Occasionally, some bright student will catch on and point
out that if there are closing inventories of work -in- process and finished stock,
the net income will tend to be larger in the year of change, because of the temporary capitalization in inventories of costs which heretofore have been charged
to income in the year in which they were incurred.
Of course, this student must be cautioned that, while his answer is correct in
principle, the change in net income will not occur unless the reclassification of
the cost is accompanied by a provision for it in the factory burden rate. Otherwise, the new factory expense merely ends up in underabsorbed expense at the
close of the period, in which case it may or may not be closed directly to income.
Perhaps it is this contingency in our cost accounting procedure in the application
of factory burden, which makes the new jargon so popular. Somehow the use
of the distinction between product and period costs seems to impel us to think
in terms of the actual flow of costs through the accounts and thus to be made
more fully aware of the effect of one cost classification as compared with another.
Although cost of goods sold and product costs are related terms, they do not
necessarily refer to the same idea. The idea of product costs versus period costs
implies the existence of inventories and that the net income for the period will
be affected by the classification of factory costs as either costs chargeable to
product or not so chargeable. This is not necessarily true of cost of goods sold
as a term.
It is in connection with the product cost idea that we are deeply involved
in a variety of practices, and even of theories, in the treatment of a large group
of factory expenses. Practice ranges all the way from exclusion from inventories
of all costs except direct material and direct labor, to the inclusion of all
factory charges, including the pro -rata share of underabsorbed burden. Not that
the entire range of practice is approved as being consistent with "generally
accepted accounting principles" but that the assortment of treatments renders
the idea of correct practice a remote notion. It is generally recognized that
factory burden is, in principle, a product cost but there are a number of expense
items concerning which practice varies greatly. This variety of practice, as well
as the very expression, "product costs versus period costs," implies a degree of
discretion and judgment which is not consistent with the idea of precise measurement which the public assigns to the word "cost."
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Ordinarily we refer to period costs and product costs only when we are concerned with the amount of net income to be reported for the period, but the
term "cost of goods sold" raises questions which do not necessarily imply the
presence of inventories. The questions relate solely to the classification of items
of cost and expense in the income statement. Is packaging cost, for example,
part of the cost of goods sold or is it a selling or commercial expense to be
reported below the gross profit line in the statement?
That question and others like it, used to be kicked around quite a bit in the
literature and the classroom. It seems, however, that, in recent years, discussions
of this type have been dismissed rather summarily in the belief that no final
answer to these questions can be achieved and that, in consequence, management
should be permitted to use its own discretion, provided a decision, once arrived
at, is adhered to. In effect, therefore, the accounting profession, both public
and industrial has generally run away from any attempt to define closely the
cost of goods, particularly manufactured goods. Instead, it is considered that
principal interest is in the consistent application of any one of several methods
of income determination.
The difficulties of definition are obvious, but have we not given up too soon?
Do not industrial accountants have some obligation to strive for a meaningful
definition of product costs — something other than merely that product costs are
those which are charged to the product —and to give this subject some of the
attention which we now give to the uses of cost data?
Difficulties of Classifying Production- Related Costs
In a merchandising business, the cost of the goods sold can be measured with
reasonable accuracy, except for the problems of inventory valuation. Since the
cost of the goods is represented by the price of purchase, there are few problems of cost allocation. In the manufacturing type of business, however, the
problems of cost allocation and classification are many and varied. Aside from
the many questions concerning the distinction between the so- called product
costs and period costs, there is the fact that so many of the costs are joint as
among the several functions of the business as to prohibit an absolutely accurate analysis.
Although few, if any, accountants today seriously question the exclusion of
selling costs from product costs and inventory values, the fact still remains that,
because of the effect of volume on unit cost (in absorption -type costing), sales
effort does have an effect on product costs. Moreover, the expenses of general
administration are truly joint costs, which cannot be allocated accurately.
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For the more common variations in classification practice, reference is made
to N.A.C.A. Research Series No. 10, "Costs Included in Inventories" (issued
August 15, 1943). The fringe items discussed in this bulletin include: cost of
packaging product, shipping department costs, cost of storing finished products,
cost of transportation to field warehouses, shipping and storage charges on inter divisional shipments, research and development costs, royalties, administrative
salaries, cost variances, and other items. Practice as to these items varies from
company to company. The variations may be explained, in part, by different
conditions and, in part, perhaps, by differences in judgment. Moreover, in
many cases, one or more of the items in question is charged to the cost of sales
account without being treated as a product cost for inventory purposes. The
conglomerate nature of the cost of sales account in practice is summarized in
Research Series No. 10 as follows:
"The reader of accounting textbooks gains the impression that debits to cost of
sales account, or the balance appearing under this heading in the profit and loss statement, represent expirations of inventory values occasioned by sales of goods to customers. Thus one writer has said that charges to cost of sales, 'measure the expiration
of all asset values which may be conceived as having left the business embodied in
sales of product for the accounting period in question.' However, the preceding pages
have shown that cost of sales commonly receives debits representing numerous items
other than transfers of the inventory value of goods which have been sold. These
entries to cost of sales may be grouped in four classes, viz:
I. Debits for amounts transferred from inventory accounts when sales are made.
2. Debits for regularly recurring expenses
of operating the business which have a
definite relationship to the goods sold.
3. Debits and credits for other items,
which may or may not be related to the

cost of the specific goods which have
been sold, according to the nature of
the expenditure and the point of view
held with respect to what constitutes
cost.
4. Debits for inventory adjustments."

Is There a Cost of Goods Sold for Financial Reporting?
Before becoming too much concerned with the specific questions of what
should be classified as product costs, we should consider whether, aside from
net income determination and inventory valuation, there is any real need for
differentiation in the income statement, of sales costs and other costs. The traditional profit and loss statement took the form based on the formulas:
I. Sales —cost of sales —Gross profits.
2. Gross Profit — selling expenses =Net
selling profit.

3. Net selling profit — administrative expenses =Net operating profit.
4. Net selling profit, adjusted for other income and expense = Net profit.

Was the classification involved a reflection of a real need for answers to
specific questions and, if so, does that need still exist? Actually, today, there
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are three types of income statements in general use. The first is the multiple step form which, with minor variations, utilizes the foregoing formulas. This
form is still the most popular, although its use appears to be on the decline.
The sixth annual cumulative survey of accounting trends and techniques in published reports, prepared by the research department of the American Institute
of Accountants (Accounting Trends and Techniques, 1952 Edition, p. 18),
indicates that, on a basis of 595 companies, the number of multiple -step statements decreased from 430 to 353 between the years 1947 and 1951. However,
in spite of the decline, this form is still predominant.
There is also the single -step form, which has several principal variations.
According to one usage, the various types of expenses and costs follow the traditional classification but are not separated from each other by steps. An illustration of this form is found in the 1952 annual report of Marquette Cement
Manufacturing Company, which runs as follows:

f

Administrative, selling, and
general expense
Interest
Federal, state, and foreign
taxes on income, including
deferred taxes
Total expenses
$
Net income from operations for
the year
$

Income
Net sales
Miscellaneous receipts
Total income
Expenses
Cost of products and services
sold
Expenses incident to miscellaneous receipts

It is to be observed that the cost of sales is shown separately in this report, as
it is in the older type.
The other principal variation of the single -step form differs significantly in
that the expenses and costs are not classified by function but by nature of
expense. This form is illustrated by the 1952 annual report of Caterpillar Tractor Company in its statement entitled, 'Results of Operations —Year 1952."
The form is as follows:
Sales
Costs:
Inventories brought forward from last year
Materials, supplies, services purchased, etc.
Wages, salaries, company contributions for group insurance, pension plan, unemployment insurance and
old age benefits.
Portion of original cost of buildings, machinery and
equipment allocated to operations (depreciation
and amortization).
Interest on borrowed funds
Federal income and excess profits taxes
Total
Deduct: Inventories carried forward to next year
Costs allocated to year
Profit for year
AU GU ST , 1953
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It is to be observed that in this form there is no mention of cost of goods sold.
It is debatable which of the several forms is more useful. Each tells a story.
In the multiple -step form and the first variation of the single -step form, recognition is given the separate and distinct functions which make up the activities
of a business enterprise. In the second variation of the single -step form of
statement, the purpose is not to portray the separate functions but, rather, to
show the relative importance of the several natural types of expense — wages,
materials, interest, etc. Regardless of ultimate purpose of each type of form,
the last -named form does have the advantage of avoiding the use of cost terminology which is difficult to define and defend. This advantage, however, and
the circumstance that a number of companies follow this form, does not alter
the fact that the production of goods is separate and distinct from other economic activities of a business. There is a cost of goods sold in the economic
sense, even though it may be impossible to measure it accurately.
Impact of Direct Costing on the Problem
We have now noted some of the difficulties of classifying production - related
costs and have reviewed some reporting practices which at least raise the question of whether or not there is a "cost of goods sold, for financial reporting
purposes. In discussing classification, reference was made to N.A.C.A. Research
Series No. 10, relating to costs included in inventories and charges to cost of
sales. With respect to this study, it is interesting to note how practice would be
affected by direct costing, particularly as to the four categories of debits to cost
of sales there described.
The first type of entry there will naturally be involved under the new procedure. The dollar amounts will be different since fewer costs will be inventoried than was formerly the case. The second type of entry relates to borderline
or fringe items which may be classified either as manufacturing or distribution
costs, depending on the circumstances and individual judgment. Decisions as to
borderline questions of this type will not be solved by a change to direct costing.
The third type of entry is concerned largely with burden variances and variances from standard costs. Since direct costing may include the use of standard
costs, the disposition of labor and material variances, and perhaps of controllable
burden variances, presumably will not differ from that under the more orthodox
form of cost accounting. In general, however, burden variances due to volume
will cease to exist under direct costing, since fixed costs will not be inventoried.
It should be pointed out, however, that the question of the disposition of the
fixed cost still remains open. On the basis of the practices reported in Research
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Series No. 10, it would seem reasonable to predict that, in many cases in which
direct cost accounting procedure is adopted, fixed factory cost will be treated
as a part of cost of goods sold.
On the basis of the preceding analysis, it would appear that the adoption of
direct costing in the books of account will have little effect in cleaning up the
cost of goods sold account. Aside from the fringe questions, however, does the
costing of product solely on the basis of direct costs (prime costs and variable
burden items) afford a more reasonable measure of cost of product than the
traditional method of costing? This question is one which cannot be solved
readily. If one thinks only in terms of individual products, a different conclusion
may be arrived at than if one thinks of total output. But the more fundamental
question seems to hinge on the distinction between the short -run and long -run
viewpoints. Fundamentally, are the costs of maintaining productive capacity to
be thought of merely as such? Or are they product costs? The author believes
that the final answer to this question must involve a reconciliation of the thinking of both cost accountants and economists.
A Shared Responsibility
So long as accounting has a public interest, there is a problem of public relations. In the very nature of things, the public interest in accounting is here to
stay and, perhaps, to increase. Published financial statements, although they
represent only a small segment of the total accounting effort at management's
disposal, constitute a very important means of communication between the corporation and its public. It should be the function of accounting to make this
means as effective as possible. In this connection, much has been said in recent
years concerning the lack of faith in financial statements on the part of the public. Probably this is in part due to the normal political and social frictions which
develop out of the competition among employers, employees, and consumers
for the economic fruits of production. To the extent, however, that the frictions
are engendered by misunderstandings resulting from faulty terminology, the
profession has a job to do.
Steps have already been taken in this direction by public accountants. Some
very important terminology, however, lies in the field of the cost accountants.
Although cost accounting is primarily a management tool, the cost accounting
and financial accounting inevitably exert a reciprocal influence. If there is to
be any separation of function between the two types of accountants, it would
seem that the responsibility for the inquiry into what constitutes product cost
and cost of sales is the responsibility of the cost accountant.
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The job ahead is two -fold. First, when we speak of cost of goods sold and
product costs, we imply that costs can be identified with the several functions
of the enterprise and measured accurately. On the basis of present practice, it
would appear that the possibility of accurate assignments of cost is not certain.
But, of even more importance, there appears to be little concerted effort to find
answers to the questions that are raised. If we are doing the best that can be
done in this regard, then let us take steps to modify our language so as not to
imply a degree of accuracy which does not and cannot exist. The language of the
Caterpillar Tractor Company statement illustrates a useful change in this direction when it speaks, not of "cost of goods sold" but of "costs allocated to year."
If we should cease to speak of product costs and period costs and, instead, refer
to product charges and period charges, we would more nearly convey the correct
understanding of our work as implying a degree of discretion in our measurements.
But this recommendation is not entirely a happy one. It implies that we cannot do a very good job in defining objectives. This, then, is the second concern,
that, as cost accountants, we have failed to make a concerted effort to, first,
inquire whether better definitions are possible and, second, to find them if possible. Too frequently, changes in accounting method have been justified by
some end - result which, although praiseworthy in itself, disregards the fundamental concept. When, a few years ago, accountants permitted companies to
use their own judgments in recording or not recording accelerated amortization
of emergency facilities on the books, without regard to the normal depreciation
requirements, the end - results were permitted to justify the means, without any
regard for the real nature of the relationship between accounting principles and
tax regulations. Since then, the American Institute of Accountants has taken
a positive stand in the matter.
By the same token, much of the recent literature on direct costing is concerned
with its usefulness to management but ignores the fundamental question: What
is cost? Perhaps, as indicated earlier, the costs involved in the direct costing
method are the real product costs. Whether or not this be found to be the case
will have no bearing on the use of the method as a management tool. The
problem becomes important in our relations with the public only when the direct
costing method is used to compute the data which appear on published statements. Perhaps, then, one of the principal by- products of this new procedure
will be that of redirecting attention to some fundamental questions.
Whether differing definitions of product costs will have any effect on net
income for the period, depends, of course, on the extent to which costs are
associated with product not yet sold. In the aggregate, the results may not be
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materially different. And, if there are no inventories, the only effect will be a
reclassification of items on the income statement. May the question, then, be
said to be important? The answer is affirmative, for two reasons. The first concerns the public relations aspects of accounting work, with which this paper is
primarily concerned. The second reason is less tangible but possibly of greater
importance in the long run. This concerns the relationship which exists between
the status and dignity of any profession or vocation and the spirit of inquiry
and intellectual honesty with which its activities are reviewed. Of course, cost
accounting is a practical subject and its purposes are utilitarian. But there is also
an intellectual side to it. Upon the recognition of this fact rests the classification
of cost accounting as an art or a mere trade. Let us not be tradesmen!
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Advertising Expense Accounting and Control
by GLEN M. HAROLD
Advertising Department Controller, General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

little- touched subject is given rounded treatment in this article in
which the background is formed by the managerial problem of getting
The most out of advertising expenditures. The presentation is both procedural and explanatory. Recommended is an actively operating advertising department working in liaison with advertising agencies, close
watch being kept on the progress of advertising outlays by product or,
where appropriate, by more general categories.
A

so widely accepted by business today
T that it is almost obsolete. However, theisquestion,
"What did —and should —
HE SLOGAN , "I T PAYS T O AD VE RT ISE,"

we pay ?" certainly is not obsolete. The answer to this and related inquiries, such
as what we paid for advertising each product, for each type of media, or for
each premium promotion, require some especially designed accounting techniques. There is also the necessity of controlling advertising expenditures so
that they do not exceed appropriations, for the nature of advertising is such
that overcommitments are very apt to develop unless good budgetary control is
an integral part of the accounting system.
This paper outlines a method of providing the controls, analyses and detail
information which appear to be necessary or desirable under the more complex
types of advertising operations. However, the procedure is adaptable to smaller
or less complicated advertising organizations also. Advertising accounting is
here discussed from the standpoint of the accounts, records and budgetary controls used by an advertiser and not from the viewpoint of an advertising agency,
although the requirements of both are inter - related to some extent.
Under the simplest form of advertising department organization, nearly all
advertising functions are performed by an agency, which takes full responsibility
for the expenditure of all advertising money. Payments by the corporation to
the agency are charged to one advertising account or to one account for each
product and very few accounting problems arise. Although this method obviously results in a minimum of administrative expense in the advertising department, there are offsetting disadvantages in the lack of control over expenditures,
a minimum of internal attention to the advertising program and, probably, slack
coordination between advertising and merchandising activities. Hence, in a
better controlled operation, there. is an advertising administrative department
with responsibility for such activities as:
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I. Review and approval of all advertising
proposals made by the agency or
agencies. (The company may place advertising through several agencies.)

2. Coordination of the various advertising
programs with each other and with the
activities of the sales department.
3. Budgetary control of expenditures.

The department may also have direct responsibility for premium selection and
servicing, coupon operations, contests, production of display material and related
activities. Under this type of organization, the account classification must provide information by products and by type of media. Data on expenditures must
be available in detail from the records for the guidance of the advertising manager and his staff.
Advertising Agency Services
For those not familiar with advertising agencies, a word about their function
will be helpful at this point. Most large advertisers place all of their magazine,
newspaper, radio, television and outdoor advertising through agencies. Through
these agencies, the services of specialists are available for creating advertisements,
preparing artwork, layouts, etc., selecting and developing radio and television
programs, producing radio and television commercials, and handling all operational contacts with the publishers, broadcasters and others. Moreover, the
agencies have a standard fifteen percent service charge which is generally more
economical to the advertiser than the maintenance of a staff trained in these
functions. The economy is underscored further by the fact that the advertiser
cannot eliminate this charge by dealing directly with the media because, in most
instances, this commission is included in the standard quoted prices and it is
payable only to a recognized advertising agency.
The publishers or broadcasters usually invoice the agency for advertising
space or broadcasting time at eighty -five percent of the quoted rates and the
agency, in turn, invoices the client at one - hundred percent. Cash discounts, when
allowed by the media, are based on the net amount due the media and are passed
on to the client in the same amount, i.e., two percent of eighty -five percent of
the gross amount. Art and mechanical costs for print and talent or show costs
for radio and television are generally billed to the agency by the vendor without
commission. In these instances, the agency adds commission upon invoicing the
client.
Accounts and Subaccounts for Advertising
The classification of advertising accounts depends primarily upon the types
of media used. If more than one product is advertised, it is desirable to have
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the advertising expense divided into controls for each product with subaccounts
for the type of media. In practice, the final degree of detail will be supplied
by a "commitment record" to be described later. If advertising and promotion
are directed toward both the ultimate consumer and trade channels, separate
controls may be established for each of these activities with product subcontrols
and media subaccounts under each. Institutional advertising may be set up in
a separate control, in addition to the product controls, with subaccounts for type
of media. As allocation of institutional advertising to products would necessarily
have to be on an arbitrary basis, distribution of this expense to product controls
generally is not practical.
The usual media accounts are:
Magazines and Sunday supplements.
Newspapers.
Publication art and mechanical expense.
Outdoor advertising.
Transportation advertising.
Radio time.

Radio talent and production.
Television time.
Television talent and production.
Display material.
Administration.

Premium and coupon deals and other promotional activities may well be
handled through a separate control account within advertising as a whole or
through subaccounts under the advertising control, such as:
Premium material and servicing.
Premium income.
Over - the - counter promotions.
Coupon printing.

Coupon redemption expense.
Product sampling expense.
Contest prizes.

The use of coupons also requires the establishment of a liability account for
the estimated cost of redeeming a percentage of the coupons outstanding, based
upon past experience or the anticipated percent of redemption. Of course, no
liability is incurred where coupons are on a self - liquidating basis, i.e., provide
for the remittance of sufficient cash with the coupon to cover the cost of the
merchandise to be sent to the customer.
Administrative expense of the advertising department may be accumulated in
a separate expense control, with the usual subaccounts for salaries, traveling,
telephone, office supplies, etc. This account generally includes the salary and
expense of all personnel responsible to the advertising manager. Separate
administrative controls may be established for any distinct operation of the
advertising activity, such as public services, market analysis, home economics,
premiums and coupon operations and films.
The cost of most of these advertising department sections can be allocated
to the advertising expense of the products receiving benefit from these services.
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However, in the case of public services, as with institutional advertising, it is
preferable to make no allocation to products. With this exception, advertising
administrative expense can be allocated to products, although it may be necessary
to use an arbitrary basis, such as the ratio of the advertising cost of each product
before the inclusion of administrative expense, to the total advertising expense.
Ways of Arriving at Advertising Appropriations
Before advertising expenditures or commitments are made, it is desirable for
management to determine how much money is to be made available for the
year or other fiscal period. The amount to be budgeted or appropriated may be
arrived at by several different methods. One possibility is the use of a predetermined rate per sales unit, applied to the volume estimates made by the sales
department, or a percentage applied to the estimated dollars of sales. Another
is the computation of the appropriation from last year's expenditures, plus or
minus whatever amount management or the advertising agency believes is necessary to accomplish the desired sales goal —all based on analyses of prior performance.
A more scientific method involves estimating the increased volume which
might be obtained from various additional amounts of advertising, using past
experience or test markets as a basis, and then determining the point at which
income on the additional volume equals all out -of- pocket costs including the
additional advertising expense. These factors may be charted as in Exhibit 1.
Assuming ample plant capacity, it is profitable to spend advertising money up
to the point at which advertising expense plus other out -of- pocket expense equals
the gross profit over material cost on the additional volume obtained. Spending
more than this amount produces a loss on the additional volume. Sometimes,
even this is desirable, in order to broaden the distribution base of a product.
In any case, many estimates and intangibles enter into the calculations of the
advertising budget and the final appropriation is likely to be predicated on a
combination of these and other factors.
After the total budget is determined, the amount is divided between the portion to be spent by the company and the portion allocated to the agency or agencies, and detail budgets of their respective amounts are prepared by both parties.
Checking Each Agency's "Schedule and Estimate"
As advertising programs are developed by the agencies, a form commonly
known as a schedule and estimate is prepared and submitted to the advertiser
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EXHIBIT 1

for approval. Each agency has its own type of form, but the information provided is substantially uniform. As the name implies, the schedule and estimate
is used to show the time schedule of newspaper or magazine insertions and radio
or television broadcasts, with the cost estimates for each. It may include other
information also and can be used for cost estimates on all kinds of advertising
or promotional endeavor. Usually a separate schedule and estimate is issued
for each type of media.
For newspaper or magazine advertising it is desirable to have the following
information:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

N a me of publ i cat i on.
Ci rcul at i on.
Edition.
D at e sche dul e , i ncl udi ng "out - dat e ."
Sp a c e and col or.
N um be r of inse rtions.
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7. Cost pe r i nsert i on.
B. Gro ss c os t .
9. Cash di scount .
10. Explanation of extra ch ar ge s or q u an t i t y
di scount s.
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For outdoor advertising, car cards and other media of this type, similar information is shown on the schedule and estimate. Art and mechanical costs for
print are shown on the schedule and estimate in estimated amounts, because
actual costs generally cannot be obtained until preparation of the ad is completed.
Radio and television network or station time estimates show:
I.
2.
3.
4.

City, station and call letters.
Starting and ending broadcast dates.
Broadcast time and days of the week.
Rate per broadcast and rate class reference.

5. Number of brodcasts and extension.
b. Explanation of any extra charges for cut ins, connections, etc., and quantity discounts.

The cost of talent for radio and television shows or commercials is also
reported on a schedule and estimate. In addition, copies of talent contracts may
be submitted by the agency for the client's approval before the agreements are
signed.
Agency commission is usually included in the quoted prices, except on print
production and some talent and show costs. In the latter instances, the fifteen
per cent commission is added as a separate item on the schedule and estimate.
For premium deals, the schedule and estimate shows the territory to be covered, the estimated quantity of premiums, the cost of material, packing, shipping, freight, etc., and the time schedule. On coupon deals and mail -in offers,
the per cent of redemption and the servicing costs are also estimated.
When schedules and estimates are sent to the advertiser for approval, the first
step is the verification of rates. Nearly all media rates, quantity discounts and
cash discounts can be checked against schedules in the monthly publications of
rates, commercially available. Estimates covering print production costs can
be checked only for reasonableness. Talent and show costs can be compared
with contract provisions.
Where the advertiser handles several products or deals with more than one
agency, it may be necessary to set up a supplementary record in order to compute the quantity discounts or sliding -scale rates for those publications or radio
stations which allow such discounts. This record is merely a summary of the
insertions or broadcasts scheduled for each medium having sliding -scale rates.
Pertinent data should be posted to this record from each applicable schedule and
estimate, so that the current position can be determined. It is important to watch
contract dates so that additional insertions or broadcasts can be scheduled within
the contract period to take advantage of quantity discounts. Of course, this
record need not be kept on magazines or newspapers which have flat rates.
After prices and extensions have been verified, the schedule and estimate is
routed to interested members of the advertising department for their information
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and acceptance and then sent to the advertising manager for his written approval
on at least two copies, one for the agency and one for the accounting section.
Changes in schedules or money amounts occurring after the schedule and estimate has been approved, are reported by the agency on a supplementary
schedule and estimate, which brings forward the previous total cost, shows the
subsequent adjustments and the revised money amount. If extensive changes are
made in the original schedule and estimate, a complete revision may be prepared,
instead of a supplement, or new pages may be inserted in the original set.
For purposes of budgetary control, schedules and estimates are also prepared
by the advertiser for any advertising or promotion to be handled directly by him.
Commitment Record: Operating Tool and Detail Ledger
The commitment record is the backbone of advertising accounting procedure.
The form illustrated as Exhibit 2 serves both as a record of commitments and as

EXHIBIT 2

a record of payments against these commitments. The payment section becomes
the subsidiary ledger (final degree of detail by agency by product) for the advertising expense control and, in addition, it contains considerable information not
usually found in a subsidiary ledger. In fact, practically all necessary accounting information can be accumulated on this form, as it can be expanded to
include whatever detail is desired.
A separate set of commitment sheets is prepared for each product and for
institutional advertising. A commitment record may be prepared for each newspaper, magazine, radio station or television station or one commitment may be
made for all media within each of these groups, depending upon local requirements, such as the agency's method of billing and the degree of further expense
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distribution. Each advertisement, promotion or program may be kept separately
if desired. Commitment records are also prepared for all other types of advertising, thus providing a complete ledger covering all advertising expenditures.
For convenience in posting and reference, commitment records are filed in a
visible record binder in numerical order by account numbers, which automatically arranges the ledger by products and types of expenditures under each
product.
Cost, media and time schedule data is entered on the upper section of the
commitment record from the approved schedule and estimate for all expenditures to be made by advertising agencies. For commitments or proposed expenditures directly by the advertiser, if a schedule and estimate has been prepared,
entry is made from that. Otherwise, the information is obtained from a memorandum, bulletin or other internal record. Sufficient detail information is shown
on the commitment record so that invoices can be verified without referring to
the schedule and estimate. When a large number of newspapers or broadcasting
stations are included on one commitment, these may be listed, along with the
rates for each, on the back of the form or on a supplementary schedule attached.
When a schedule and estimate is revised, or adjusted by supplement, the commitment amount is corrected by crossing out the old amount and writing in the
new. This is preferable to the preparation of a new commitment record, especially if payments have been posted.
As invoices are checked against the commitment record, all pertinent data is
posted to the lower section or listed on the back or on a supporting schedule.
Exceptions for linage changes, broadcast omissions, interruptions, etc., are noted
on the commitment record or on a separate sheet of the same form, so that when
final payment is made it is possible to reconcile the total payments with the
amount committed. All charges and credits to advertising expense are posted to
the commitment record. At the end of each month, the payment sections are
totaled and balanced with the control account or accounts. After the close of a
fiscal period, the commitment record can be bound and stored in a small space,
thus providing easy reference at a later date.
By reviewing and summarizing information obtainable from the commitment
records, as prepared from the schedules and estimates, it is possible to estimate
the amount of advertising expense for one or several months in advance. Such
estimates may be needed for profit and loss prognostications or by general management in its analysis of anticipated volume in relation to expense. These estimates can be developed by products, by regions or by type of media, depending
upon the requirements.
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Closing the Books on Advertising Expense or Prepayment
After the posting of payments to the commitment record is completed for the
fiscal period, the schedule of unpaid and prepaid advertising can be prepared
from the information on the commitment records. As there often are delays in
the receipt of invoices or in their approval for payment and as there may be
many prepaid items, the setting up of these closing adjustments can have an
important bearing on the profit and loss result. A definite policy should be
decided upon as to which fiscal period should stand the expense of various types
of advertising.
A set of general rules have, in practice, proven to be desirable. The full
cost of newspaper and magazine ads is chargeable to the period within which
they reach the newsstand or the reader. This is not necessarily the same as the
date on the publication, in the case of magazines. Television and radio time
and time and talent costs are similarly chargeable to the period of actual broadcast. Some problems arise when part of a network broadcast is on a delayed
basis. It can be argued that the entire talent cost should be written off at the
time of the "live" or original broadcast or that it should be pro -rated in proportion to the cost of time for the stations broadcasting before and after the end
of the fiscal period. In any case, a consistent policy should be followed.
For premiums packed with a product, the cost is absorbed at the time of
product delivery, as the income from the sale will fall into that period. The
liability for redemption costs of coupons packed is also set up at the time of
product delivery by the advertiser. In the case of coupons distributed via magazines, newspapers or direct mail, redemption liability is incurred and expense
absorbed immediately at the time coupons are exposed for redemption.
For a large advertising operation in a company which determines profit or
loss monthly or quarterly, the computation of unpaid bills can be a considerable
task. For these interim closings, a short -cut is possible involving the following
procedure:
I. Establish a clearing account to which all
payments for advertising are charged.
(The commitment ledger then becomes
the subsidiary ledger supporting this
control.)
2. At the end of each month, credit the
clearing account and charge advertising expense in total, by products, for the
estimated advertising applicable to that
month. Reasonably accurate estimates
can be made from the commitment records, and these entries can be made on
the basis of cumulative figures minus the
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previous month's cumulative totals, so
that any errors are corrected automatically the following month.
3. Compute inventories of premiums or
other materials on which the cost will be
recovered. Also compute prepaid expenses in detail. These two items are
then set up on the closing worksheets as
credits to the clearing account.
4. After the above entries are made in the
clearing account, the balance presumably represents the amount of unpaid
bills. An entry is made on the closing
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worksheets charging the clearing account and crediting unpaid bills for this
balance.
5. For the end of the year closing, actual
unpaid bills are computed for greater
accuracy and the total is entered on the

closing worksheets as a charge to the
clearing account and a credit to unpaid bills. This is done before the last
entry described above is made. A final
entry then charges or credits expense
for whatever balance remains in the
clearing account.

Beside the saving in clerical effort in setting up unpaid bills for interim
closings, this method has the advantage of facilitating charges to expense or to
divisions of the company early in the month, without waiting for the completion
of prepaid expense, unpaid bills and inventory schedules.
Special Considerations in Confrolling to the Budget
One of the most important functions of the advertising accounting department is the control of advertising expense to determine that actual or proposed
expenditures are within the budgeted amounts or that over -runs are called to
the attention of the advertising manager, so that he can request additional appropriations or approval to exceed the budget. It has been described earlier how
detailed schedules are prepared by both the agencies and the company to support the amount of budgeted money allocated to each spending unit and how
these budget schedules are, in turn, based on schedules and estimates on which
complete particulars are presented.
With this detailed planning behind the total appropriation, it would seem
that very little additional control would be necessary during the year. However,
this assumption does not hold true because:
I. The best laid plans change on account
of competitive conditions, special merchandising problems, etc.
2. Publishers and broadcasters raise or lower their rates.
3. Credits arise from failure to broadcast
or from pre - empfions of stations or networks.
4. Talent and production costs vary from

estimates, depending upon script requirements, etc.
5. Art and mechanical costs deviate from
estimates because of variations in subject material, color requirements and ad
size.
b, Redemptions on coupon or mail -in offers
may vary substantially from estimates.
7. Administrative expense invariably fluctuates from the original budget.

Some safety margin for these contingencies should always be included in the
original plans but, in addition, careful follow -up and control is necessary to
avoid ending the year with overexpenditures. This control is exercised principally through two sources. First, the schedules and estimates are brought up to
date as often as is possible and practicable. Secondly, postings of payments to
the commitment records are scrutinized monthly to detect items not included in
the estimates or exceeding amounts provided in the budget. All such additional
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expenses, if of substantial amount, are posted to a schedule of budgeted expenditures maintained for each product. These schedules then show the current position in relation to the budget and are used to keep management informed.
In addition to the above control over the dollars of advertising expenditures,
a monthly report is prepared showing the actual advertising cost per unit, as
compared with the budget per unit, for each product or class of products. Although the dollars may be within the budgeted amount, the per unit cost may
still be over budget if deliveries have not come up to expectation. This may call
for an examination of the effectiveness of the advertising program.
System Can Be Kept Simple
There are many complications and ramifications in accounting for advertising.
However, it is also true that the schedule and estimate and commitment record
forms are the only basic records needed for adequate control, provided that they
are set up in sufficient detail and kept up to date. Experience has shown that
this relatively simple accounting system, embracing these two basic records, can
furnish a comprehensive control of large advertising expenditures, with a surprisingly small clerical staff. These records contain the information from which
a great many reports, analyses, charts, etc., can be prepared for management.
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Opportunity Costs in Personnel Administration
by ORVILLE W. ROBERTS
Professor of Industrial Management, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois

What did you miss (out of net profits when you did not pursue
that course of action or probe into the full range of alternatives or
take note of that costly existing condition? This elusive question is
presented, primarily with respect to personnel department functions,
in the accompanying paper and pointed up as an inviting and by no
means remote area in which to further the development of costs for
management decisions beyond the more obvious choice- making situations. Here and there, a pertinent technique is suggested in embyro.

for this article, I reviewed all articles in the
A Journal of Accountancy, N.A.C.A.
Bulletin, Management Review, PersonS BACKGROUN D I N FO RM AT I ON

nel, and the Harvard Review of Business published since 1949. There was
very little that bore directly upon opportunity costs in personnel administration.
Further, my overall impression from this hasty survey, is one of frustration
because there seemed to be great confusion and frustration among the authors.
From this, one might guess that there are as many schools of thought among
accountants, including cost accountants, as there are among economists.
Where Does Accounting Stand?
Well, what are costs? Are there not almost as many definitions as there are
cost accountants? My confusion was only deepened as I read what Ernest Dale
of the Graduate School of Business of Columbia University wrote in the July
1950 issue of the journal of Accountancy ( "The Accountant's Part in Labor
Management Relations ") . Discussing the accountant's part in labor- management relations, he said,
"The accountant emerged as a major figure in the wage controversy of the recent steel
strike. The briefs and arguments of unions and managements were crammed with
accounting data, interpretations, and controversy."
Controversy? How can this be true? I had been taught that there can be
no arguments over facts. Perhaps there was controversy because the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, was not revealed.
Speaking of facts in the accounting profession, it may be instructive to note
what George O. May had to say in the May 1950 issue of the journal of Accountancy ( "Truth and Usefulness in Accounting "). He said,
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"Accounting determinations must not be 'proffered to the unlearned as representations
of fact.' There must be no concealment of the fact that accounting rests upon a framework of assumptions, which are implicit in the treatment of specific items, and that
these assumptions are acceptable and accepted as being useful, not as demonstrated
truths.'
Other articles in the literature of the profession only further confounded
me until I came to one by William W. Werntz in the October 1948 issue of
the Journal of Accountancy ( "What the Professional Responsibility of the
C.P.A. Means to the Public "). Mr. Werntz said,
"The critic who wishes to make light of accounting achievements or to dispute the
existence of a central area of accounting agreement is apt to seize upon differences
in thought about accounting matters as evidence that there is no real body of generally accepted principles. On examination, however, it seems clear that most of our
differences exist largely in the outposts where accounting is making, or about to make,
real progress, and are possible only because the participants in the arguments have in
common a wide area of full agreement and mutually acceptable premises. Such discussions and such disagreements ought rather to be considered an indication that
accountants are alive to their responsibilities and members of a growing, rather than
a decadent profession."
That is what I too believe to be the truth. There is one item in the literature of the accounting profession, upon which all writers and speakers seem
to agree. That matter has to do with the responsibilities of the accountant.
They would extend them far beyond the mere recording, assembling, and summarizing of arithmetic facts, and the checking and refiguring of them. There
are nonarithmetic facts, less tangible data, and half truths which must be taken
into account in rendering the staff service of advice to management.
The manager of a business steers into the future with a knowledge of the
present and of the past but, in the forward view, there are facts, too, and a
dear- headed appraisal of them is necessary to steer away from costly interpretations. Future facts can be seen through the telescope of the laws of economics, the principles of business administration, and the behavior of
individuals, but only if the telescope is pointed in the right direction by the
facts which the cost accountant establishes, records, and reports. The success
of a business is determinable, not only by the cost of that which it does, but
also by the cost of some action which it does not take. Managers are "fired"
as often for the things they do not do as for the things they do.
The Cost of Things Not Done
The economist would call the cost of things not done "opportunity cost."
The accountant would call them "alternative" or "displacement" costs. It is
in this area of cost accounting that management needs more help, much more
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help than it is getting. What have accountants to offer? What are the techniques of determining opportunity costs? Is a choice between alternatives always to be made on the basis of hunch, business acumen, experience, or just
a plain honest -to- goodness guess?
In a given plant of a given business using a given method of cost distribution, the data are known upon which to base a decision between alternatives.
There is a logical and enlightened choice in the figures which the cost accountant
can submit. But there are many alternatives for which, as yet, there is no cost
data at hand. For example, in the field of personnel administration, the cost
accountant will have the necessary data by which to choose between two kinds
of personnel testing programs, but he is not likely to have the data by which
to choose between setting up a testing program and not setting up the program.
Most of such decisions are made on the basis of principle or upon what other
companies are doing along that line. They are seldom, if ever, made on the
basis of costs submitted by the cost accounting department.
Costs of Failure to Take Proper Action Sometimes High
It was necessary for me to manage the affairs of a three -week strike involving
about six thousand employees. The controller calculated the cost to be about
$750,000. After a great deal of investigation into the causes of the strike, it
was found that many things were not done which could have been done to
avoid the strike. The persons who could have done these things were managers from several other departments of the business. This is often true, though
we in management are inclined to place the entire responsibility for the strike
upon the union. How should costs be distributed to reflect the several managerial responsibilities? No such distributions were made to show personnel
liabilities, though certain costs were within their control.
Among the personnel department things not done was following a good
procedure for testing and investigating the man who led the union to strike.
He was hired at the gate many years before because he looked as if he had
just what was needed, a strong back and a weak mind. He was strong in his
back, but there was nothing about him that ever disclosed weakness of mind.
He was highly intelligent, a follower of Karl Marx, and a management- hater.
Quite naturally, he became the head of the local union. He led his men into
the particular strike, though it was completely disowned by the international
union. How much would have been the cost of thoroughly testing and investigating that man? Had it been done, he surely would have been rejected.
The cost to screen him out would have been trivial.
AU G US T , 1953
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EVALUATION OF AN ASSEMBLY GROUP RETRAINING PROJECT
I. Teaching cost
Instructor, 5 days @ $16.00
Teaching facilities

$

$

Total

80.00
6.00
86.00

Excess labor (difference between actual earnings and guarantee of
$1.35 per hour, for one day below 90 %)
Spoiled materials and damaged equipment

$

$

Total
Total cost of training

$

2. Learning cost
0.60
0.00
0.60
86.60

Benefits of training
(

I. Additional gross production 15 days after training, compared to
15 days before)
2. Reduction in excess labor cost (difference between actual earnings
and guaranteed rate during 15 days before training)
3. Reduction in damage
Total training benefit

$3,449.25
7.60
236.15

Net worth of training (difference between cost of
training and training benefit)

$

$3,693.10
86.60
3,693.10

$3,606.50

EXHIBIT 1

Such risks are taken in the hiring of everyone and we cannot eliminate all
risks, no matter how much is spent in testing and investigating. Since we do
not calculate such risk on a dollar and cents basis, we resort to a "principle in
personnel management." It states that good testing and investigating programs
can and do reduce the risks in hiring. We should like to know the amount
in more tangible terms. This practice of referring to a principle is done in
most cases of considering whether to install or not to install some particular
personnel system. The matter is finally decided on the basis of principle. Consideration may be supplemented by estimated costs of doing the thing but almost never supplemented by cost estimates of not doing it.
Putting A Value on a Personnel Function
There may be some progress, though, in cost accounting practices that tend
to supplement decision - making -by- principle. Cost figures are presented to help
the manager decide between certain alternatives. For example, H. J. Helmer
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of the United States Rubber Company, writing in Factory Management and
Maintenance, March, 1952, describes his company's plans for evaluating, on a
dollar and cents basis, its on- the -job training program. Said Mr. Helmer,
"The true value of training cannot be judged from improvements in gross production,
from reduction in excess labor costs, or from reduced scrap or damage. If you have to
spend a dollar to save fifty cents, you can hardly claim to have helped production. So
the net worth of training can be figured only by subtracting the cost of training from
the benefits. The net worth of a five -day retraining project for an assembly conveyor
group was figured." (as in Exhibit 1).
It is easy to see why "accounting determinations must not be proffered as
facts." And, I am not sure what Mr. Helmer's training account would be like
after the cost accountant dumped his burden into it! At any rate, here is an
attempt to put a value on a personnel function in terms of dollars and cents.
Perhaps there is one of the outposts where "accounting is making, or about to
make, real progress," as Mr. Werntz said. But, if the net worth of the program
is really $3,606.50, then is it not reasonable to say that the cost of not training
the conveyor group would be $3,606.50? At any rate, does this not suggest a
method of compiling or computing useful cost data by which management's
consideration of opportunity costs might be enlightened?
Toward Development of Opportunity Costs
There are difficulties in comparing costs before and after a thing is done,
or of measuring the cost of a thing done against the cost of not doing it. One
problem is that assumptions are made, such as "other things being or remaining
equal." These assumptions are seldom fair or reasonable. One might take a
given set of production records and standards and, with each of the many incentive wage formulas, compute what the worker would have earned, to arrive
at a certain labor cost per unit for each formula. Although such comparative
costs provide useful information, they are not facts upon which management
can make a decision without risk. Personnel are like a cobweb. Each one is a
knot formed by the ties which link each one to everyone else. Whatever
touches the web at any point will affect all the ties and all the knots in some
variable way. The mere application of one incentive formula will cause a different reaction by reason of the application alone. Hence, other things do not
remain equal.
Predetermined costs then are, and can be, only reasonable estimates. When
differences between predetermined costs and actual costs are computed in accounting processes, they are thrown into some cost variance account. The truth
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the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, which would more precisely differentiate between alternative costs, remain buried in these variance accounts,
perhaps only because we have not developed satisfactory techniques for uncovering them. Of course, in each variance report a reason is given. But whose
reason is it? Is it the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? Is
not the truth to each of us just what each one thinks it is? The general manager thinks the reason is lack of coordination. The superintendent thinks it is
lack of company policy. The foreman thinks it is lack of machine adjuster
training. The machine adjuster thinks it is the standard. The rate setter thinks
it is the material. And so on. Perhaps there is truth in each opinion.
Cost variance accounts are ordinarily in terms of material, direct labor, indirect labor, and the like. I wonder how it would be to throw cost variances
into a book of accounts, the columns of which were headed by the various
personnel policies, such as those relating to employee relations, morale, shop
discipline, training, safety, and the like. I do not expect any such cost accounting practice to develop in my time but, in each management consideration of
whether to do or not to do, there is a kind of balancing of costs. A net worth
is computed using both tangible data and intangible costs. These policy decisions are too commonly made in the manager's mind, without benefit of fully developed cost information.
Opportunity costs are not theoretical or imaginary and determined only by
shifting economic doctrines. They are not necessarily clouded by "assumptions and a few fundamental postulates." They are real in terms of dollars and
cents and the accounting profession should be the one to develop a technique
for gathering and compiling them. Cost figures which accountants submit
should be the basis for deciding whether or not to reduce prices, pay more
for material, grant wage increases, or to set up a recreational and health program. Accounting data is adequate to show what the cost will be to do many
of these things, but there is a lack of cost figures to show what it will cost not
to do them. Must opportunity costs always remain indefinite, intangible and
obscure? I doubt that they are more obscure than time data was thought to
be for the purpose of developing elemental time values in determining standard
times for many industrial operations.
Opportunity Costs Related to Fringe Benefits
Someone has said that, in each cost figure recorded by an accountant, there
is an element of intangibility. In the matter of fringe benefits, many figures
have been presented. Everett J. Mann, Associate Professor of Economics of
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Duke University, writing in the March 1952 issue of the Journal of Accountancy ( "Executive Compensation Plans: Legal, But Are They Ethical ? "), cites
an instance in which,
. one company estimated that its fringe benefits amounted to $550 per year for
each of its 14,000 employees. If $275 per employee, or one -half of these fringe benefits, are assumed not to constitute immediately taxable income, the sum of $3,850,000
has been deducted by this company as a charge against taxable income. Computing
the corporate tax at fifty -two per cent and ignoring excess profit taxes, the Federal
government is loosing about $2,000,000 in immediate revenue."
At least that is what one economist said. Actually the Government loses
nothing, for it merely collects more taxes from the corporation. The real cost
of the fringe benefits should include some amount to reflect the higher corporation tax rates due to the shifting of some of the burden of individual income taxes back to the corporation. So that, instead of the amount of fringe
benefit being $550 per employee, it may actually be nearer $700. The exact
amount to add is regarded as intangible but the certainty that it is considerable,
does exist.
There is another kind of intangibility in the costs of fringe benefits. It has
been pretty well established through long and cumulative experiences in applying wage incentives that, ordinarily, people work, without direct wage incentives, at about a sixty -five per cent pace. Through various financial and nonfinancial incentives this can be, and is, raised considerably, in given instances
to one - hundred per cent efficiency. On the average, however, we can expect
to reach only about eighty per cent efficiency. This estimate is based upon
Industrial Conference Board study which showed that, in a 1938 survey of
200,000 factory workers, eighty per cent of them were on some kind of wage
incentive and were getting about fourteen per cent more. Obviously, this was
just an estimate but one which in all probability is conservative. Since we can
expect to reach only about eighty per cent efficiency with direct wage incentives, what is available to management to get some of the remaining twenty
per cent of efficiency? It is pretty generally believed among managers, that the
answer lies in paying wages in the form of fringe benefits. Personnel managers
would, on the other hand, insist upon good practices in human relations, which
cost little, if anything at all, in terms of dollars and cents. They would add also
a system of indoctrinating workers in a will to work. Fringe benefits are accepted as a cost in the hope that such costs will be recovered in an increased
percentage of efficiency.
Does it pay to grant vacations with pay? How much will you credit to the
vacation account? What about the six or more paid holidays? What about
rest periods? We think they pay off, but there is very little conclusive evidence
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produced by cost accountants to prove it. The results are intangible. The costs
are, therefore, also intangible, yet we submit to the demands for them. We do
not submit because of certain cost information about them but because of some
kind of fear that, if we do not grant them, a higher cost will be incurred. This
fear is not without reason, for companies have had to stand the costs of a prolonged strike when they decided not to grant the fringe benefits. It is a realization that "opportunity costs" will be incurred if the fringe benefit is denied.
The cost of a thing not done may be unbearable.
Many fringe benefits have come to be taken and expected as a matter of inherent right and without thought of cost or consequence. The cost of not
granting them may be found in such personnel matters as absenteeism, turnover,
accident frequency and severity, soldiering and malingering. For, whether an
employer has control over them or not, he is in a competitive labor market
and competes with others in terms of fringe benefits just as surely as in terms
of wage dollars.
What Are Included in Fringe Benefits?
There may be some professional arguments over what is meant by fringe
benefits. It is an unsatisfactory name for costs which, in reality, are "pay -fortime- not - worked" and I would not try to distinguish between the reason for
the time not worked. Rest periods are so commonly taken for granted that they
are not universally regarded as fringe benefits but as a part of time worked.
And, since we speak of time - and - one -half for overtime or some other rate for
premium pay, I would include the premium hours allowed in computing the
time in the "pay- for - time - not - worked" account. I would add also to "time" an
amount which would reflect labor inefficiency below normal expectancy. In
computing the pay I would include all costs for goods or services, such as free
meals, free transportation, free legal advice, etc.
The cost accountant should be able to pry out of the books of account and
other reports and available studies, all there really is of "pay- for - time -notworked." The labor negotiators should have such complete data at hand, for
otherwise, they are apt to under- estimate true costs and allow emotions to determine the matter. Under my definition of pay- for - time - not - worked, the sum
added to the pay for time actually worked to arrive at the total cost of wages
is much greater than most people realize. What is it in your plant? How much
is it in your office? Are you ready to inform your wage negotiators? Can you
get the figures out of your books of account?
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Whenever the efficiency stands at about eighty per cent, then is the time for
the cost accountant and the personnel director to determine whether additional
wage costs through fringe benefits will yield additional income. Whoever
negotiates wage matters should be armed with cost figures in dollars and cents,
which are useful if not factual, to show the probability of recovering the costs
of fringe benefits. Such cost figures as can be determined from the company's
books of account should be supplemented by similar data from other companies
employing the same labor market. If there is no reasonable expectation of returns, then the negotiators should resist demands for fringe benefits as strongly
as they would treat demands for direct money wage increases.
Avoiding Adverse Costs of Budget Pressures
There is another cause and effect relationship between personnel and cost
accounting. This one has to do with budgeting. So far as most people are concerned, they regard the accounting department as the whole sum and substance
of budgeting. Most ill -will which develops toward budgeting is directed
against the cost accountant. Supervisors and workers have a feeling that budgeting is a pressure technique, a device of the devil to get more work out of fewer
people, and with less money if at all possible. Some managers would agree
with this point of view, too, for it is a common human trait to resent being
called to account. Nobody likes to be controlled, though nearly everyone likes
to do some controlling.
When the budget pressure is applied, to get above the optimum of eighty
per cent efficiency, all the cussedness of human nature is squeezed out of men,
spilling over into the personnel department. Grievances are filed over standards
and rates; malingering and soldiering become commonplace; there are more
visits to wash rooms and rest rooms; people are slower in returning to work
from lunch and rest periods; slowdowns and even strikes occur. This results
from pressure applied by the cost conscious accountant in budgeting. It sometimes seems to be true that people "would rather die than work" as one author
has said. Instead of efficiency going up under pressures of budgeting, the tactics described above hold it down or force it lower. Then, to meet these counter
forces, the foreman applies the forces at his command. Some workers are fired
or laid off, involuntary transfers are made, disciplinary actions are taken, and
more and more people tell their woes to the personnel man.
In the labor market, skill and know -how can be bought at prices which are
pretty well established or determinable, but the will to work is the most important ingredient in production efficiencies and cannot be so obtained. This
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 3
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willingness to work, as well as employees know -how, is developed and maintained only through a system of indoctrination. It emerges whenever workers
come to know and understand all the costs which affect them, not only cost -ofliving costs but spiritual, social, political, economic and business costs. Such a
system of indoctrination costs money but it earns money too, for it is about the
only means available to management by which the productivity of workers can
be raised above the eighty per cent figure mentioned previously.
A system of indoctrination would include the following:
1. Supervise (being exemplary in all matters at all times)
2. Instruct
3. Demonstrate
4. Practice
5. Test

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Repeat 2, 3, 4, 5
Measure performance
Call to account
Reward for success
Punish for failures
Repeat over and over againl

The Only Preventive of Executive Neurosis
Why should you determine the costs of things not done as well as the cost
of things done? So that you can more fully and accurately inform management
whenever it is confronted with a choice of costs. If a cost accounting technique
can be developed in determining opportunity costs, it will be infinitely valuable
to management. It is in this void of facts that headaches develop, resulting in
executive neurosis. This is a real disease. It is an executive destroyer. The boss
is always under far more pressure than he can possibly shift to other shoulders.
This devastating disease develops when the executive is uncertain, uninformed,
frustrated and without a sense of balance. Lacking a full knowledge of all costs
of things not done as well as of things done, he cannot weigh them. He gropes
in the dark; he has no compass; there is no way out. Executive neurosis is
readily diagnosed. The symptoms, summarized from "The Executive Neurosis" by
Robert N. McMurry, Harvard Business Review, November - December, 1952, are:
I. Worry, tensions, sleepless nights, inability to relax.
2. Anger, fits of temper, emotional disfurbances.
3. Indecision, hesitancy, doubts.
4. Resentment of successful associates.
5. Abusiveness toward subordinates.

6. Following hunches and wishful thinking.
7. Giving excuses and alibis, hiding evdances of failure.
8. Malingering and feigning illness.
9. Drinking to excess to escape into a
world of make - believe.

The cures, if any, are miraculous. The preventive medicines are more and
better cost accounting facts from realms of the now unknown.
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Government Auditor Can Use Standard Costs
by FRANK S. HOWELL
Assistant Director, Division of Renegotiation, Renegotiation Board, Washington, D. C.

Advocating a "reasonable man" approach to the story told by standard
costs and to the available means of substantiating actual costs through
records kept on a standard cost basis, the present author sketches some
essentials of a procedure having this objective. He indicates that cost pl us -fixed fee procurement is not adaptable to the proposal.

as the defense production drive continues to maintain momenI tum, other branches
of the accounting profession are being called upon to
NCREASINGLY,

move into a field hitherto regarded as the exclusive property of the cost accountant and the industrial engineer, the field of standard costs. The public
accountant may be asked to certify to the validity of cost of sales and inventory
figures which have as their basic foundation an estimate as to what the physical
units represented should have cost at some indefinite time in the past. The internal auditor, management's alter ego, poles restlessly through the tortuous
channels of his employer's standard cost system, seeking weak spots in the dikes.
And last, but by no means least, the perplexed government auditor approaches
the same system, charged with the responsibility of extracting from its surging
currents something which they were never intended to contain, i.e., how much
it has "actually" cost to produce X units of Item Y during A through B.
Why "Actual" Costs?
It is sometimes contended that costs of performance which rest upon predetermined standards cannot be subjected to audit at all since, in the final
analysis, these costs represent, basically, nothing more than the sum total of
estimates made by individuals who are, to coin a term, production actuaries,
seeking only to arrive at workable averages. Even if forecast conditions develop exactly as anticipated, the argument runs, and even if there are no variances worthy of the name, it is no guarantee that the pre- determined cost of
any one item can be certified as its "actual" cost, for who can say with assurance than an over- or under - estimate here has not been offset by an equivalent
under- or over - estimate elsewhere in the accounts? And, if the basic estimate
may be in error under these, the best of all possible conditions, of what avail
is it to festoon this estimate in less happy circumstances with all manner of
AUGUST , 1933
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variance allocations, which, while making known to all and sundry that the
standards are suspect, may at the same time be compounding the original error?
It is a simple enough matter to shrug off this argument as representing an
extension of the old- fashioned cash audit theory into the realm of present -day
management controls, and certainly it is an argument which cannot be expected
to number the progressive public accountant or the internal auditor among
its proponents. But let us not lose sight of the fact that, to one who is personally responsible for authorizing or approving disbursement of government
funds, particularly in connection with negotiated defense procurement, audited
costs and government cash represent two sides of the same equation. Let him
rely too heavily on judgment in place of audit and he faces the possibility of
future ridicule and public castigation, not to mention a wrecked career. For,
is there anywhere in the business world a safer theoretical opportunity for the
unscrupulous contractor to bilk the Government or for the fearsome honest
man to protect himself against unforseen contingencies, than that which exists
in the field of standard costs? Simply increase the estimated labor time and
the job is done, with all the unpleasant little consequences scurrying off to bury
themselves in the variance accounts.
Once this fundamental is grasped, it becomes obvious that little of the undoubted reluctance of government operating personnel to place much reliance
on costs developed under standard cost systems stems from deficiencies in the
accounting aspects of such systems. It stems, rather, from mistrust or misunderstanding of the basic estimates, a situation which no amount of accounting improvement can, of itself, overcome. In all probability the Government as a
whole would derive substantial benefits from more widespread adoption of
standard costs on the part of its defense suppliers but, in this case, the personal risks to be borne by those who represent the Government as a purchaser,
will increase. Consequently, the pressure against the use of standard costs in
defense procurement is not likely to diminish in the foreseeable future, unless
some means of minimizing this added risk can be found.
Perhaps There Is a Middle Ground
It seems appropriate here to make inquiry as to why so much reliance has
come to be placed upon audit of "actual" costs, as represented by a listing of
historical figures on a job order sheet, particularly when pre - completion con verison of such figures to costs of completed work may necessitate the acceptance of estimates far less formal than those which support the average standard cost system. The answer would seem to be that this type of cost audit has
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been going on for so long that it has been possible to reduce its basic principles
to writing. The mere fact that an audit has been performed in accordance with
formal written principles does not of itself guarantee that the audited figures are
beyond further dispute. However, the support of such an audit will largely
protect government procurement officials against charges of negligence in the
performance of their duties and, in addition, the very existence of written
audit principles makes it easier for the inexperienced auditor to turn in an
acceptable report. In the majority of instances, a simple qualification in the
report would presumably dispose of the vexatious problem of obtaining audited
completed work costs for incomplete contracts under job order costing.
The willingness of procurement officials to rely on such qualified audit reports, particularly in the administration of price redetermination contracts,
gests that the future of standard costs in defense procurement is not as dark
as it is sometimes painted. For, if the government auditor is given guidance
in the form of principles which permit him to appraise basic standards as a
"reasonable man" rather than in a professional tradition and if he is given
further assistance in the form of acceptable principles relating to the analysis
and distribution of variances, there is no reason why he should not be able
to turn out appropriately qualified cost audit reports on which as much reliance may be placed as is now placed on reports covering costs developed under
job -cost accounting. (In passing, it is unlikely that standard costs will ever
play a significant part in cost -plus- fixed -fee procurement, the entire philosophy
of which is diametrically opposed to the standard cost concept.)
Approaching Standard Costs as a "Reasonable Man"
It is manifestly impossible for an auditor entering a plant for the first time
to appraise the basis of its standard costs from the standpoint of the engineer.
He cannot be expected to approach the problem with foreknowledge that an
estimate of A minutes to perform Operation B is reasonable or otherwise,
nor will he ordinarily be in a position to know whether an estimate of C per
cent for scrap loss is realistic or incredibly fantastic.
Even in the province of indirect cost distribution, where he is presumed to
be at home, the auditor can usually do no more than relate the methods he finds
in use to the methods followed in the past by the same contractor, or to other
methods followed by other companies in other circumstances. His acceptance
or objection in respect of overhead distribution represents informed judgment,
compounded of three elements: professional knowledge in respect of accounting for overhead generally, appraisal of a particular method of overhead accumulation and distribution in the light of comparisons, either expressed or imAU G U S T , 1 9 5 3
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plied, and a degree of audit verification sufficient to minimize the possibility
of error.
When the same auditor approaches underlying standards for material and
labor, his professional training in accounting may become a tool of questionable value. Nor is he apt to be armed with the results of past experience. At
this point he is, in effect, a "reasonable man" in the legal sense of the term,
searching for a means to determine to his own satisfaction whether a basic
estimate of cost to perform may be pronounced as representative of what should
logically have transpired in actual performance. If he were an engineer in his
own right, this problem, which is essentially one of verification, could be met
through the application of skilled observation and measurement to performance itself, followed by the reduction to figures of the results of such observation and measurement. Whether they represented seconds, minutes, mannits,
quantities or dollars, it would only be through comparison of these figures with
those in which the standards are expressed, that the engineer could reach a
supportable conclusion as to the then current adequacy of the original standards. A reasonable man, confronted with the problem of determining the adequacy of standard cost sheets presented for his appraisal, could, as an initial
step, be expected to seek out whatever engineering performance studies existed
with respect to the standards under his scrutiny, for the purpose of comparing the results of such studies with the figures with which he was confronted.
In the case of a company with underlying standards carefully maintained
and revised to conform with existing conditions when necessary, the "reasonable mad' approach can provide the auditor with a sound foundation for his
entire audit. Of course, originally correct standards may have been allowed to
"wither on the vine" and, in any event, the foundation is far from being the
entire structure. There is obviously much more to the standard cost audit than
appraisal of the basic estimate. Some further thoughts on the conduct of such
audits will appear in the following paragraphs, in the form of typical work
paper titles and explanations. Work paper titles will refer only to that portion
of the audit which deals with the development of so called "actual" costs from
the standards and are not intended to be representative of the entire process.
Explanations are generalized, since to cover even a fraction of the situations
which can arise under each title would take far more space than is available.
Data on Products, Process and Accounting Methods
First place goes to a familiarity which the products involved. Under this head
will appear in the work papers a nontechnical description of the products the
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costs of which are under audit. Major subassemblies will be appropriately listed
and described and other subassemblies, together with important purchased parts,
will be listed without description. The relationship between the products under
audit and those normally produced by the contractor, if significant, will be discussed under this title.
Once acquainted with the nature of the products under audit, the auditor,
to the extent that his capabilities permit, will familiarize himself with the
general nature of the successive processes employed in their manufacture. Although, in doing so, there is no substitute for the visual approach, the value
of such an approach will be greatly enhanced if some idea of the processes to
be observed is obtained beforehand. A nontechnical description of the manufacturing processes required, as performed in successive cost centers, will appear in the work papers, supported by a simplified flow chart which, as a minimum, will clearly indicate the various operations and designate by name the
centers in which such operations are normally performed. Subsidiary charts and
descriptions may be required for the more important subassemblies.
A description of the accounting methods employed by the manufacturer is
common to all audits worthy of the name and frequently occupies the number one spot in the work paper parade. In the case of a standard cost audit,
however, a description of the accounting methods in use will normally be more
understandable if it follows the description of products and processes. Proper
emphasis can then be placed upon aspects of the system which relate most
closely to the costs under audit and the danger that the auditor will wander off
into distant fields is, to some extent, nullified. If a chart of accounts is included
in the work papers, significant titles should be appropriately keyed to the descriptions of manufacturing processes. Simplified accounting flow charts are
an aid to understanding when the accumulation and distribution of service
costs represent important factors in the audit.
Dealing With Underlying Standards, Themselves
In many cases, comparison of underlying standards with engineering performance studies may not be possible or may lead to inconclusive results. For
example, it may be found that, although the original estimates have been carefully kept up -to -date, the cost sheets are maintained in pencil and changes are
made through erasure and substitution, so that, when the auditor attempts
to deal with the standards as they were a year or so earlier, he finds that he
can deal only with phantoms. Even in these circumstances, he should not hesitate to refer to whatever pertinent performance studies are available, for the
AUG UST, 1953
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purpose of comparing the end - results of such studies with the standards taken
up in the accounts. Not for one moment should he lose sight of the fact that
it is fear of the integrity of the underlying standards that is to be overcome.
Verification of detail on the basis of selective test - checks, although certainly
desirable, will play a secondary role here and the audit may proceed even though
such verification cannot take place.
Further substantiation of the integrity of the standards under audit, accompanied by a degree of verification, is obtainable through comparison of selected
components of such standards with identical or closely similar components
contained in other standards which are not under audit. The simplest application of this technique exists in the case of common parts or common subassemblies, where acceptable comparison may be made at the total cost level.
The most difficult applications come into play in the field of labor operation
when estimated performance time is expressed in relatively small units of
measurement. Even in these instances, finding proper bases for comparison
may not prove to be as troublesome as it would seem, since, in the case of the
usual manufacturer employing a standard cost system, the articles purchased
in volume by the Government will seldom diverge to any great extent from
the normal run of commercially produced items, nor will they be apt to differ
greatly from items produced for the Government under other contracts.
In satisfying himself as to the integrity of the underlying standards, the auditor can expect to encounter areas of difference. These will, as a matter of
course, be pointed up in the work papers and, in each case, every effort should
be made to find a reason for the difference. In the absence of explanation in
the records under examination, oral explanation by management representatives
is greatly to be preferred over no explanation at all.
At what point will the auditor be satisfied that he is dealing with estimates
which provide a reasonably satisfactory base for computation of the costs of
performance through the medium of appropriate variance allocations? Or at
what point will he hold that the underlying standards, with certain supportable corrections, may be so utilized? Again, when shall he say that the standards
under his scrutiny are worthless for this purpose? In all three cases, the answer
is the same: when the audit work papers contain sufficient information to convince any reasonable man that this is indeed the case.

Analysis by Cost Classification
If the government contract auditor occasionally appears to be possessed of
a bad case of material - labor - overheaditis, it is only because analysis of cost by
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components represents a useful tool in the hands of procurement personnel.
In a standard cost audit, if variances are recorded under these classifications, the
auditor will be under double pressure to make this analysis, which can be an
extremely arduous task if any large number of manufactured subassemblies is
involved. But there will be other cases, particularly those pertaining to continuous processing, in which such an analysis is simply not practical and it
should not be a requirement in every audit involving standard costs.
When this analysis is to be undertaken, it will start at the level of the underlying standards and the related work papers will be subdivided into these
and such other classifications as are pertinent to the costs under audit. The
subdivisions adopted at this point will be followed in dealing with variance
allocations. In this connection, the auditor, once he has satisfied himself as
to the reliability of the basic standards, will find it helpful, before proceeding
further to set up work papers detailing, by appropriate periods, the variance
accounts which bear upon his audit.
Prime Costs
Dealing as he is with the standards in use during a period prior to his audit,
the contract auditor will very soon make the unpleasant discovery that the price
stability upon which the entire theory of standard costs was originally promulgated, has become, for him, a thing of the past. If underlying standards remained unchanged over the period under audit and if significant price changes
occurred during the same period, the problem with respect to material costs
will be that of substituting prices actually paid for the prices entering into the
calculation of standard. Caution must be exercised by the auditor in these
proceedings, to avoid becoming bogged down in a morass of adjustments reflecting price changes of little or no significance insofar as the total price variance is concerned. This process of price substitution will be followed by a
summarizing work paper entry in some form as:
Dr.
Cr.

Contract costs - material at standard
A)
Other costs - material at standard ........................................ _ (B)
(
............................................
_
Unallocated material price variance
..............................4 (A)+(B)

...................

It is a weakness of any standard cost audit that material usage variances
cannot ordinarily be subjected to the analyses and adjustments possible in the
case of price variances. Unless performance studies are available and in the
absence of unusual fluctuations in the variance accounts (to be the subject of
later discussion), acceptance of some equitable method of total usage variance
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allocation would seem to be in order here. Also, scrap loss, salvage, and other
special problems which are apt to be encountered, can be dealt with only in
accordance with the individual circumstances in which they exist. As the auditor
gains experience in the audit of standard costs, his ability to dispose of questions such as these will progressively increase.
The situation in respect to material price changes may again be encountered
in connection with productive labor rates, that is, the rates paid during the
period under audit may have differed from those used in calculating the standard costs in use during the same period. Random changes in individual rates
are normally not of great importance and may be considered as compensated for
in the final variance allocation. Plant -wide rate changes or group changes which
significantly affect centers important in respect of contract production, can be
handled in a manner similar to that suggested for use in the case of material
price changes.
Although in doing so he is going outside of his normal field of activities,
the auditor should not be hesitant in seeking out production center reports bearing on the attainment of prescribed standards as to production time for contract items. Review of such reports, and the resulting audit determinations,
should be regarded as supplementing examination of engineering performance
reports and not as a substitute for it. Adjustments which ensue as a result of
this technique will be similar in form to that illustrated in connection with
material prices.

Factory Overhead
The audit problem in connection with factory overhead is not made more
complex by the fact that overhead is absorbed through the use of predetermined
standards, however expressed, unless the amount of under- or over - absorbed
overhead gives evidence of being out of control. If this should unhappily come
to pass, the studies underlying the rates in use during the period under audit
will provide reference points through which the auditor may plan and carry out
his attack on the problem. Elimination from the cost of contract performance
of expenses which are questionable under the Armed Services Procurement
Regulation would seem to be purely mechanical, but it poses an interesting
question in audit equity, none the less. The question is: if provision for such
expenses enters into the standard rates and if there is under - absorption at such
rates, should not the questioned costs be replaced by an equivalent amount
transferred from the overhead variance accounts?
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Allocation of Variances
Although it is by no means necessary for the contract auditor to twist himself into knots in order to trace the ultimate causes of variance from standard,
neither should he go to the other extreme and allocate ballooning variances on
some purely mathematical basis. An intelligent approach to this problem will
require the application of the adjusting techniques discussed earlier in this
article, followed by further analysis looking to the detection of trends, to the
sudden appearance of significant continuing changes in one direction or another,
and to those sporadic outbursts which from time to time disturb even the
smoothest of standard cost operations. Every effort should be made to have
the work papers contain adequate explanation of major changes in each of these
three categories, together with the adjusting entries through which, for audit
purposes, these variances are supportably allocated. If these techniques have
been reasonably applied, there is no apparent reason why the residual variance
figures should not be allocated on some equitable mathematical basis. The
effect of valuing interplant transfers at standard cost alone, may be a factor here.
Active Assistance by Management
Passive cooperation with the contract auditor on the part of management is
not enough when an audit of standard costs is involved, nor is the active interest of the comptroller's staff alone sufficient. For if a standard cost audit is
to be performed in a satisfactory manner, the auditor will find himself in continuous contact with management echelons with whom the comptroller's organization may have only infrequent contact and which will normally have little
interest in contract auditing.
Accordingly, it is a prime requisite to a successful audit that management
actively take the initiative in leading the government auditor along the paths
of its own internal reporting. At every step of the way, it should voluntarily
offer a full and complete explanation of what is being done, why and how it
is being done, and what measures are taken when its reporting reveals the
presence of unanticipated difficulties. If management is able to educate the
contract auditor to a point at which he can independently conduct an audit
of its standard costs, it need have little fear that contract costs developed
through operation of its standard cost system will not be accepted and the
chances are that management, itself, will have learned a lot in the process.
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Using of N.A.C.A. Publications in Teaching
by JOHN H. KEMPSTER
* Staff Assistant to the Controller, Dennison Manufacturing Co., Framingham, Massachusettts

Here refreshingly described are the advantages and difficulties experienced by one major educational institution in the use of N.A.C.A.
materials in (principally) an industrial accounting course, as phrased
by one who has taught it over a period of time. The N.A.C.A. Research Series is found to fill the bill for the purposes for which used
and the same is reported true of many N.A.C.A. Bulletin articles.
However, certain deficiencies for instructional use are noted as frequently characteristic of many of the latter.

Association of Cost Accountants was founded in
F 1919, it has hadtheanNational
educational purpose. This purpose is set forth in its
ROM THE TIME

charter in almost every one of its stated objectives. One of these reads as follows:
"T o

collect through research and to disseminate generally by all appropriate means
all fundamentally sound industrial accounting principles and methods."

That this purpose has been actively pursued is amply clear to those who are
acquainted with the work of the various N.A.C.A. chapters, the national headquarters staff, and the national officers and directors. The monthly N.A.C.A.
Bulletin and the educational service of the research organization centered in New
York are the principal means of disseminating written educational materials.
Equally significant are the activities of the local chapters which make possible
contacts between the speakers and members at the monthly meetings and encourage close association between members. Many members and nonmembers
look to N.A.C.A. as the organization through which they can obtain guidance
in the solution of their industrial accounting problems.
The College -Level Problem in Teaching Accounting
In the field of college teaching, however, we are faced with the task of educating young men who are not, with very few exceptions, N.A.C.A. members
and who have not, again with few exceptions, done any practical work in accounting. In fact, the large majority of college students have had practically
no business experience. Their contact with accounting and with publications
and activities of professional accounting organizations comes primarily through
* The author was a member of the faculty of Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass., when this article was written.
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the classroom. This is a far different atmosphere from that encountered by even
a new N.A.C.A. member who has some kind of accounting job. Nevertheless,
students too can benefit from the educational efforts of N.A.C.A. It is the
purpose of this paper to discus this question and to outline briefly what appears
to be a successful experience in the use of N.A.C.A. materials for teaching
purposes. It will also attempt to indicate some of the difficulties involved in
using these materials and the way in which they might be improved for college
teaching purposes.

Accounting Courses and Management Training
Education and training in industrial accounting plays an important role in
the management training courses given at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
This has been a natural development in many respects, because the field of accounting has always been a part, and nowadays an increasingly important part,
of business management. The increased size and complexity of business has
been not only a cause but partly a result, of the development of better accounting methods. Moreover, in collegiate business schools, many educators believe
that basic accounting training should be given to students at an early stage and
in parallel with their other business courses because it aids materially their
understanding of the other parts of the curriculum, such as courses in economics,
finance, and production. Fortunately, accounting training— including cost and
industrial accounting —seems to lend itself well to the college environment and
classroom instruction.
Much can be said, on this latter point, regarding whether college is a good
place for a young man to get a significant exposure to accounting and industrial
accounting. Perhaps a few thoughts along this line are worth mentioning here.
First of all, accounting —like engineering, science, and mathematics —is a fairly
well - organized body of principles and methods. These can be taught by the
proven (and perhaps time -worn) techniques of study and classroom give -andtake. Similarly, the "figure" training and disciplinary parts of the subject seem
best given to a man when he is young and when they can be acquired as part
of his permanent make -up of traits and abilities. In certified public accounting
training, not necessarily in contrast with management training, practitioners
have long since accepted and welcomed the fact that young men come to them
already equipped with a fair amount of facility and discipline in accounting. In
the industrial accounting field, the idea has also become established that companies expect college men to come to them with some ability in accounting. One
reason for this is that, in industrial accounting as in the financial accounting field,
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employers do not have the time or patience to train the men themselves. However, this pendulum of emphasis on accounting training should not swing too
far. College teachers are already aware that overtraining in accounting, like
over- emphasis on any subject, may inhibit a man's education in the other things
which he will want to learn.
Beyond the training of facility in accounting and other business fields, there
is that less - defined area of management education which deals with starting the
development of a young man's insight, judgment and perspective in dealing
with the broader problems of business management. Here again, industrial
accounting education, we are convinced, must play an important role. A student
can, at least, begin to see the kinds of information, including accounting information, which are available and useful for purposes of making decisions. He
also can begin to become aware, partly through accounting training, of the
implications of business events and decisions on his and the economic environment. Hopefully too, he can begin to develop in accounting, as in the rest of
his education, the kind of traits —such as decisiveness, flexibility, and strength
of purpose —which augment the personal resources necessary to his pursuit of a
successful career. Perhaps, also, he will be in a better position to learn from
experience.
The industrial management training programs at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology are conducted on several educational and age levels. At the present
time, we have a regular undergraduate course in business and engineering, a
graduate course in industrial management for recent graduates in science and
engineering, an executive development program for men with five to fifteen
years' experience, and a newly - established summer program for men with, say,
ten to twenty years' experience. Courses in accounting, with industrial accounting content, are given in all these programs although in no case can it be said
that a man specializes in accounting. With slight exceptions, the publications
of N.A.C.A. are used to some degree in the accounting courses in all these
programs. Occasionally, N.A.C.A. materials find their way into our other management courses, such as organization, production, and marketing.
Our Industrial Accounting Course
This paper deals primarily with the use of N.A.C.A. publications in a course
titled, industrial accounting, which is given to seniors and first -year graduate
students. However, the same ideas have similar application to N.A.C.A, materials used in our other accounting courses.
Our course in industrial accounting is a half -year subject, usually preceded by
a half -year course in basic accounting. There is no textbook and the course is
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conducted in a manner possibly described as a compromise between the case and
lecture method. A group of selected readings in industrial accounting is furnished the students in lieu of a text, so that cases, a few practice problems, and
these readings comprise the course material. A substantial portion of the cases
and readings are N.A.C.A. publications.
The Use of N.A.C.A. Research Studies
The N.A.C.A. materials we have found most useful for reading are the research studies. For a number of years, we have used Research Series No. 7,
"Uses and Classifications of Costs." Somewhat more recently, the group of
studies dealing with standard costs (Nos. 10 through 15) have proven very
valuable as collateral reading, especially Research Series No. 12. Probably the
best of the entire research series for our reading purposes are the ones dealing
with volume, costs, and profits (Nos. 16, 17, and 18). This is partly because
of the emphasis we place on this phase of industrial accounting. A more important consideration is that they illustrate theory as well as practice. Students
inexperienced in business have difficulty reading and understanding publications
dealing only with practice, largely because they do not have the background to
know one accounting method from another. Later on in their training, some
students become curious about practice. At that stage, they do develop a surprising amount of ability to judge accounting methods. We are fortunate, then,
to have materials which give an interested student a chance to acquaint himself
with "facts of life" in areas he wishes to investigate and offer constructive
criticism.
Some of the most recent research studies, especially the one dealing with the
analysis of variances, seem also to provide good material for study and classroom work. Too often cost accounting textbooks present the subject of variance
analysis as only a mechanical manipulation of ledger balances. The techniques
of analysis are not to be glossed over, but we feel this kind of presentation, by
itself, does an injustice to the real meaning of the control purpose of cost accounting. Fortunately, the N.A.C.A. materials on the subject of control accounting deal as much with questions of cause, responsibility, and follow -up, as they
do with techniques and reporting. In this way, they provide the student with
much more food for thought and a basis for perspective on this phase of the
subject than the average run of textbooks.
The Use of Bulletin Articles as Reading References
In addtion to the research series, some of the articles in the regular monthly
issues of the N.A.C.A. Bulletin provide an excellent source of material for
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reading, classroom cases, and student research. Our reading list contains one
article written back in the twenties and several written in the past fifteen years.
At the present time, to mention a few, we are using the article by J. Hugh
Jackson entitled, "A Half Century of Cost Accounting Progress" (N. A . C. A .
Bulletin, September 1952) for background reading. Further on in our work on
particular elements of cost, we use, among others, the article by I. Wayne Keller
entitled, "The Critical Areas of Materials Cost Control" (N.A.C.A. Bulletin,
July 15, 1948) and R. H. Robnett's, "Some Aspects of Overhead Distribution,"
(N.A.C.A. Bulletin, October 1, 1946).
Budgeting and the analysis of selling and distribution costs are two areas
in accounting in which it is difficult to find good textbook reading references.
For reference work on these, many N.A.C.A. articles are appropriate because
they bring the necessary realism into the subject, thus making the topic meaningful to the students. Even rather old articles, such as the one by Goldsborough
Robinson called, "Controlling Profits and Cash Through the Budget,"
(N. A . C. A . Bulletin, February 1, 1938) are still valuable. On the subject of
marketing costs, besides Research Series Nos. 19, 20, and 21, some earlier articles
are also quite helpful.
N.A.C.A. Bulletin Arficles Used as Cases
For classroom cases, we have encountered some difficulty in using N.A .C. A.
Bulletin articles but a portion of them have worked out quite well for this
purpose when we have made the effort to be careful in presenting them. One
article on a difficult subject which has become almost a classic case, is the joint
cost article by W. Albert Bush titled, "Pickle Costs" (N. A . C. A . Bulletin,
November 1, 1938). This is, not only an interesting and informative case but
both the sudents and instructors seem to thoroughly enjoy it. Another difficult
and somewhat controversial subject on which good case material is readily available is that of direct costing. By grouping and contrasting a few of the many
articles which have appeared on this subject, we have been able to establish very
fertile ground for discussion. Also, the new Research Series No . 23 titled
"Direct Costing" excellently summarizes the subject. This kind of case serves
well for a review and re- examination of accounting principles and methods near
the end of the course. A similarly useful case is Clinton Bennett's, "Case Study
of Small Business Controls" (N.A.C.A. Bulletin, April 15, 1948). His type
of writing is sufficiently basic, we believe, to be of benefit to the inexperienced
as well as the teacher and practitioner.
The foregoing statements have really bypassed one of the most appropriate
functions of N.A.C.A. materials. That is the use of specialized studies of com1622
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pany or industry methods for classroom cases or for student research. Excellent
cases of this type are ones such as Perry's "Standard Cost System — Postwar
Model" (N. A . C. A . Bulletin, April 1, 1947) dealing with a textile mill and
Dyer's "Costing for Pricing and Control in a Gray Iron Foundry" (N. A . C. A .
Bulletin, March 15, 1948). Since we do not ordinarily specialize in the classroom, we have limited course time for industry type cases but, when a student
does thesis or term report, these articles provide ready source material. This
latter use of N.A.C.A. publications, along with other accounting literature, is
quite common throughout the country in schools of business, even though they
may use only textbooks in their regular accounting courses.

Where Articles Do Not Meet the Test as Teaching Materials
I imagine it may be considered only natural that, in working with N.A.C.A.
publications and other accounting literature, one will develop adverse criticism
as well as praise. The comments to be made in this connection mainly apply,
of course, to the use of Association materials for collegiate educational purposes
and do not apply equally to the many other uses which N. A. C. A. Bulletin
articles must serve. The first and perhaps most important adverse criticism is,
in my opinion, that, where the author's company has a problem, this problem or
situation is not made sufficiently clear before the methods of attacking it are
presented. Thus, when the instructor attempts to use such an article in the classroom he must tax his ingenuity and imagination to help clarify the problem
facing the company, before the discussion of possible avenues of solution can
proceed. Of course, this is good for the instructor, but he may be wrong in his
assumptions about what the problem really is.
Similarly, many articles, possibly because of space limitations and the risk
of boring the regular readers, often leave out the minimum description of the
company, which we feel is necessary to orient both the teacher and the student
We have discovered that the best way out of this difficulty is to find out more
about the company ourselves, either through correspondence or direct contact,
and thus acquire a firmer base from which to teach the case.
Another criticism of lesser importance is that the writers seem often to be
in a hurry to indicate the more dramatic ideas and possibilities which stem from
their paper. These, I think, should be brought out as the article proceeds but,
when they are allowed to cloud the facts, the students seem to feel that they
have read advertising copy rather than industrial accounting literature. The
unfortunate result is that, when a student or teacher finds too much "window
dressing," he will turn to other sources for information on his subject. Needless
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to say, this criticism applies hardly at all to the research series, so, from this
standpoint, more balance is present when N.A.C.A. publications are viewed as
a whole.
A final suggestion which I might mention is that careful and simple descriptions of methods and of simple problems and solutions (even of a figure variety)
are lacking in most of the N.A.C.A. publications. In the flexible budget area,
say, one must search a number of articles to find one with a clear presentation
of the budget estimates, the account structure, the periodic report and analysis,
and an accompanying graphical presentation. If material on this and on other
topics were presented in this manner more often, it would be very useful, at
least for our purposes. Too much elementary descriptive matter would, of course,
tend to be somewhat damaging to the general reading purposes, but it should
improve the material for students. Perhaps an expanded workshop section of
the N.A.C.A. Bulletin is the spot for teaching efforts.
Educational Benefits of N.A.C.A. Activities
There are other ways, outside of the use of its publications, in which N.A.C.A.
activities and education programs reach the student. In the Boston area, for
instance, at every college in which accounting is a subject in the curriculum,
there is at least one member of accounting faculty who is an N.A.C.A. member.
At two of these schools, all or nearly all of the men teaching accounting are
N.A.C.A. members. Many of these teachers readily state that, through reading
the issues of the N.A.C.A. Bulletin and participation in local chapter activities,
they are able to enrich their backgrounds and thereby improve their teaching.
Sometimes, also, at least in our case, N.A.C.A. members in industrial companies
make information available to us for teaching purposes. Likewise, it is often
possible to send students on research projects of their own to companies which
we have contacted through N.A.C.A. Occasionally, too, we sometimes send
students to local chapter meetings to hear a speaker who may be talking on a
subject of especial relevance to them. It might be noted here that, possibly, some
method could be worked out through which students could attend forums and
conferences held by N.A.C.A. chapters, without interfering with the normal
conduct of these meetings.
Pro and Con
In this paper I have tried to discuss briefly some of the benefits from, and
limitations of, using N.A.C.A. articles and research materials for teaching
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purposes. At our school, experience in using N.A.C.A. publications goes back
more than twenty years, although this article is based on the conduct of industrial accounting courses at Massachusetts Institute of Technology since the end
of World War II.
The principal advantage of using N.A.C.A. publications is that they bring
realism into the classroom and study work, without unnecessarily complicating
the subject. Most students seem to be able to understand, assimilate, and even
enjoy the articles and related material which they study in connection with their
accounting courses. We are convinced that some exposure of students to publications of this kind strengthens their education and training in industrial accounting and in business management.
That there are limitations in using N.A.C.A. materials at the college level
is to be expected. Many articles are too sketchy or too difficult. Hence, the
instructor must select materials carefully to meet the appropriate purposes of
his courses. Also, part of the N.A.C.A. material is repetitive and some of it
lacks the theoretical and illustrative content which would promote student interest and learning. These conclusions are based on the rather intensive use of
N.A.C.A. publications and other accounting literature over a period of years.
Perhaps the most important question to raise, however, is whether or not
N.A.C.A. publications represent a valuable source material, not only to accounants and industrial accountants generally but also to teachers and students of
accounting. The answer to this is certainly, "Yes," and there surely would be
a big gap in the accounting literature of today if we were without them. Even
more important is the fact that both the articles and research series published in
the N.A.C.A. Bulletin are being constantly improved. Part of this improvement,
along with the other activities of N.A.C.A., will undoubtedly be reflected in
better college training in accounting subjects.
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Allocating Administrative Expense to Divisions
by WILLIAM T. RELYEA
In these days in which dispensing with product or profit and loss
allocations of indirect costs in all categories is well- argued and much favored, there are cases where it does not apply and a major segment
of industry in which, apart from this, allocations are of the fabric of
the accounting structure. How, primarily on the basis of "direct allocation where possible and the remainder in proportion," one proposal
for charging divisions with staff administrative expenses, was developed in this article.

division its share of the yearly salary of
H your company's president? toAtafirst
thought the solution to the problem
OW WOULD YOU ALLOCATE

appears quite simple. Already it has occurred to you that the allocation might
be made upon the basis of divisional sales or, perhaps, divisional cost of sales,
or even divsional gross profits. Let us suppose that you have decided to use the
first basis mentioned. It is a widely -used basis of allocation and is undoubtedly
used within the divisions as a means of distributing some overhead items to the
commodity statements.
Your problem then appears to be solved, until an irate divisional manager
says, "Sure, our sales amount to fifteen per cent of the company's total, but we
are fortunate indeed to enjoy the president's services three weeks out of the
year!" Your divisional manager is within his rights, you will be forced to agree.
Closer examination of the two other methods mentioned discloses that they have
like limitations. If it were only the president's salary, the manager might be
prevailed upon to accept your basis but, then, his attention is turned to the
other methods you have used in allocating legal expenses, treasury expenses and
a variety of staff general expenses. As he examines each item on his list of staff
functions, his arguments grow stronger against some or all of the allocations
bases and the materiality of the total of the expenses also grows.
Management Asks for Division Net Profit
The foregoing is preliminary, to point up the problem of a company, to be
considered in the remainder of this article. It is made up of several operating
divisions in one locality and other divisions located in other states. It has been
company practice in previous years to allocate its staff expenses upon an admittedly arbitrary basis, that of divisional sales.
Top management has expressed a desire that divisional operating statements
reflect a net profit figure after taxes, a figure to be converted to a percentage of
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return on investment as a measure of divisional efficiency. Quite naturally, the
division managers have become interested in each element of expense which
appears on their profit and loss statements and reduces their percentage of return
on investment. In all fairness, it has become quite clear that, if a division manager's efficiency is to be measured upon a net profit figure after taxes, some
acceptable methods of allocating staff administrative expenses must be devised.
Three -Step Approach to Administrative Expense Allocation
A review of the more current literature in this field of accounting discloses
that authorities are, for the most part, in agreement that any plan for distributing
administrative expense, although always hard to carry out in a practical sense,
must be conformable roughly to the following steps:
I. Outline administrative functions and
classify all expenses by function.
2. Establish units of measurement of funcfional services wherever possible.

3. Distribute cost of performing service or
func +ion upon basis of unit of measure ment.

It is to be noted that the first step in the plan requires the utilization of the
information provided by any good chart of accounts, that is, the primary classification of expense by individual department head or department responsible
for incurring that expense. Adopting this approach, our list of administrative
expenses has been reduced to a dozen or less. It follows that all expenses incurred in performing one function can be distributed, in a quantitive way in
accordance with the manner in which that function is availed of to perform
service for the operating divisions.
The second requires the choice of some unit for measuring the amount of
service which an administrative function performs for the division. For the
personnel department, the unit might be the number of employees in a division.
For the industrial engineering group, engineers' time might be the best basis for
allocation. But what activity factors can be related to the other staff functions?
For the treasury department, a time factor does not seem reasonable, for this
function seems to be concerned with the company as an entity. Again, with the
staff accounting department, the activity can be only very indirectly related to a
division. Although the department is not responsible for the accounts receivable
function or the accounts payable function, it does concern itself with the preparation of consolidated statements, internal auditing, and special cost studies.
Dlrect- Indirect Administrative Allocation Basis
It becomes apparent that the real problem in the distribution of staff expenses
to the divisions involves the choice of a unit of measurement of the service
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performed by a staff function. Several writers have suggested that each function
must be analyzed in detail, in order that as much functional expense may be
directly allocated as possible. Superimposed upon expenses directly allocated
would be the remaining departmental expenses allocated on the basis of those
directly charged. For example, in the personnel department expenses of individuals concerned with employment in one division would be directly allocated
to that division and supervisory and other departmental expense would then be
allocated among the divisions upon the ratio of their share in direct departmental expense.
This method of allocation of staff expenses can be carried only so far, although
it is probably the one which can be most easily defended. It has the advantage
of accuracy where direct charges are concerned and it provides a reasonable basis
for distribution of indirect departmental expenses, yet remains a simple method
which can be readily understood by individuals who are not accountants.
There are two important limitations which must be considered. Certain staff
functions, such as the treasury department have no expenses which are directly
allocable to the divisions. Therefore, another basis of allocation must be selected.
Another objection would be raised by the practical accountant who realizes just
how difficult it becomes to persuade the nonaccounting departments to maintain
adequate records of members' time or assignments. He would also question the
value of the allocation as a whole, in view of the fact that the detailed records
submitted by the staff departments would have to be analyzed by the general
ledger bookkeeper during his busiest period, i.e., when the books are being
closed prior to the preparation of the financial statements.
Modified Basis Utilized
For this reason, it became necessary to find a method of allocation incorporating a reasonably accurate method of distributing expenses, without including
detailed record - keeping and analytical work to be performed by the bookkeeper.
Some way had to be found in which sources of information or bases of allocation already existing, might be utilized where new records for information could
not be established. The staff administrative expenses which have been classified
functionally below are believed to be fairly typical of staff functions to be found
in most large manufacturing companies. They met the conditions of the company
supplying background for this paper and where these staff functions serve several
operating divisions which are responsible for their own purchasing, selling, and
accounting activities.
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Functional Classification of Staff Administrative Expenses
I.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Treasury
Sales
Purchasing
Budget
Staff engineering
Personnel

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Advertising
Collections and credit
Legal
Accounting
General and other staff expenses

The remainder of this article briefly reviews the allocation basis found appropriate in each case.
Treasury Department
The distribution of treasury department expense was one of the most difficult
tasks. It involved an allocation of expense for which no measure of service
to the divisions was apparent. Essentially, the treasury activity is concerned
with the company as an entity. J. Brooks Heckert (Analysis and Control of
Distribution Costs, Ronald Press, 1940 p. 183) would allocate this expense
upon the basis of average divisional inventories, probably because he feels that
the treasury function is most concerned with the preservation of working capital.
Other authors resort to sales dollars or cost of sales figures as methods of distributing this type of expense, because they feel that certain staff expenses, including the treasury department, must be distributed upon an arbitrary basis, lacking
a service unit to measure by, and that use of these methods can be justified as
easily as any other method.
It was felt that the logic of the inventory basis, was more suitable in that
allocation of treasury expense upon the basis of average inventory figures would
place most of the expense in the larger divisions and yet would serve to increase
or decrease expense to smaller divisions embarking upon programs of expansion
or reduction in operations. It can be argued that expansion of operations in a
division, with a resulting larger inventory, requires investment of more funds
and, therefore, more time of the treasury department in planning the securing
of those funds. It was felt that divisional control figures, reflecting divisional
investments on the general ledger, could be substituted for average inventory
figures, inasmuch as they are readily available and no additional statistical work
would be necessary.
Sales, Purchasing, and Budget Departments
The staff sales, purchasing, and budget departments are concerned with establishing company policy and supervising and co- ordinating like activities in the
divisions. Because these functions do not involve sales order and purchase order
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writing or the actual preparation of budgets, the more commonly used bases of
allocation, which include numbers of orders written or time expended for each
division, do not at first seem applicable.
However, the divisions are in control of these activities, normally used as
bases of allocation, and have expanded these departments to the extent for which
they felt that the functions were needed. It is reasonable to believe that staff
sales time and, of course, resulting expense would be spent supervising and
reviewing problems of a particular division in the same ratio as the ratio of the
division's own selling expense to the total selling expense of all the divisions. The total of staff selling costs is therefore, divided by the total of all the
divisional sales departments expense and the resulting percentage multiplied by
the divisional selling totals, to arrive at each division's apportionment.
The distribution of purchasing and budget departmental expenses can easily
be determined in a comparable manner. It is to be noted that, from a companywide viewpoint, this method of allocation happens to meet the requirements of
writers who suggest that each staff function be analyzed in detail in order that
as much expense as possible may be directly allocated. In this case, the direct
allocation was performed when the divisions established their own selling purchasing, and budgeting departments. The allocation now made takes care of
expenses which would have to be allocated under the direct - indirect method.
Sundry Staff Departments
Engineering department —The staff engineering department is chiefly concerned with research projects involving the development of new products. As
a departmental control procedure, engineering expense was already being related
to specific research projects. A fairly accurate method of allocating this expense
to the divisions was thus obtained by assigning projects to related divisions and
apportioning project cost accordingly.
Personnel department —One staff activity cost which can be easily distributed
to operating units is the expense incurred by the personnel department. Accountants seem to be in agreement that the cost of maintaining a personnel department is directly related to the number of employees to be serviced in each
division. Here again, the advantage in using this method of allocation is the
ready availability of the information.
Advertising department —The staff advertising department is chiefly interested
in promoting the company, while the divisions are responsible for product advertising in connection with their selling function. Because staff advertising is
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company name advertising which is intended to build goodwill, it was felt that
a divisional sales basis would provide the most equitable method of allocation.
Collections and credits department— Personnel in the staff collections and
credits department are required to review, periodically, the accounts receivable
in each of the divisions. Other duties include the investigation of customers'
credit ratings and the initiation of any correspondence required in connection
with collections from customers. It is obvious that a direct relationship exists
between collections and credits expense and the number of accounts receivable
in each division. This allocation basis was, therefore, used.

Legal department— Another staff expense, the allocation of which has always
been controversial, is the expense incurred by the legal department. In his search
for an equitable basis of allocation, this writer discovered a marked tendency
among authors on this subject to lump legal expense into that catch -all caption
of general and other staff expenses. However, this type of expense is rather
unique in that quite frequently the legal department will be concerned with
problems of only one or two divisions for an entire fiscal period, in contrast to
the personnel department or the accounting department the services of which
to the various divisions will not vary to any great extent from one fiscal period
to another. Thus, it was felt that a departmental estimate of the manner in
which time was expended in the legal department would provide the most
reasonable basis of allocation.

Accounting Department; General and Other Staff Expenses
There remains the distribution of the staff accounting expenses and the general
and other staff expenses. As has been said, although the staff accounting department is not concerned with accounts receivable and accounts payable functions,
it is responsible for preparation of consolidated financial statements, interpretation of special cost studies and internal auditing. In addition, the controller
must establish overall accounting policy and co- ordinate accounting activities in
the divisions. Staff accounting departmental activity, then, seems to be not unlike
the form of activities in the staff sales or purchasing departments, in that time
devoted to the various divisions depends upon the complexity of the systems in
each of the divisions. Therefore, the functional accounting expense of the company is deemed to be allocable among the divisions in the same ratio as their
own accounting expense.
Regardless of how much care is devoted to planning a chart of accounts, some
provision must be made to account for unusual expenses which arise in all
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companies and are not properly chargeable to either the divisions or the staff
departments. In this particular organization, such expenses are charged to the
general and other staff expenses department, along with office management
expense which is incurred in servicing the various staff departments. The very
nature of this expense, when considered in total, indicates that a purely arbitrary
basis of allocation must be selected. It is suggested by one writer that these costs
be prorated to the divisions upon a basis of relative totals of other staff expenses
already allocated. Insofar as this organization is concerned, the suggestion has
much merit, for a considerable portion of this expense is incurred in servicing
other staff departments before their expense allocation is considered.
A Compromise Between Detailed and Arbitrary Allocation
The validity of distributing any costs which a divisional manager has not been
responsible for incurring, has always been questioned, not only by the accountant but also by management. Once the decision to make such an allocation has
been made, the responsibility rests with the accountant to inform management
as to limitations of any financial statements which incorporate it. If this responsibility is not met, product costs statements will often mislead.
The method of allocating staff administrative expenses outlined on these pages,
is intended only to be a compromise between the obviously arbitrary method of
allocation upon a sales basis and the completely detailed functional analysis
(if, indeed, it is ever fully practicable) required in order to make a studied allocation safely acceptable for divisional product statements. It is felt that this
method will meet the needs of management as far as reflecting divisional net
profit figures on the financial statements is concerned and yet will be more
acceptable to the division managers than the overall sales basis used previously.
However, this does not settle the broad question of the use and practicability
of allocating indirect costs. With the long - standing practice of not allocating
administrative and selling expenses and the present interest in direct costing,
which carries the practice to the fixed portion of indirect manufacturing expense,
it may be said that allocation is contrary to the trend of the times. On the other
hand, there are many companies, especially those with divisional setups, in which
administrative and other expense allocations have marked importance and usefulness in comparisons of results.
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Accountant and Engineer: Working Partners
by ARTHUR E. CARLSON
Assistant Professor of Management, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri

The title theme of cooperation between industrial engineers and accountants is developed in this paper through discussion of the usefulness of an understanding of the engineered basis of standard costs,
in the interpretation of performance under them. A general motion mindedness (as related to time and motion study) and an acquaintance with process charting, are recommended to the cost accountant and his attention i t directed to areas in the work of cost
control in which such familiarity wll pay off.

of standard costs as media for isolating the sevT eral material, labor, and manufacturing
expense variances common to indusHE WI D ES PRE A D AD OPTI ON

trial situations has proceeded rapidly. At the same time, the principles of
motion economy promulgated by Frank B. and Lillian M. Gilbreth and the techniques of time study credited to Frederick W. Taylor have formed the background for the development of time standards. Time standards are the basic
raw material for the construction of standard labor and overhead costs, and the
latter cannot be scientifically developed without benefit of the former.
The cost accountant who undertakes the use of standard costs in his plant,
whether they be ideal, expected actual, or basic in nature, has certain definite
objectives in view. In this era of spiraling wages and prices, control of manufacturing costs takes on an air of greater importance than ever before in the
history of American industrial development. Continued profitable operations
in the middle 1950's demand the safeguarding of reasonable profit margins.
And, as long as inflation continues, even in mild form, the emphasis is best
placed on cost control and cost reduction. Wage and price controls appear to
be temporary expedients at best, since they have been applied twice within the
last decade and have been twice removed.
How to Start Right in Interpreting Variances
Variances between actual and standard costs are isolated for the purpose of
fixing responsibility for positive corrective action in unfavorable situations or
for the purpose of giving commendation in favorable situations. Before an
intelligent approach to the problem of correcting an unfavorable situation can
be developed, management must be reasonably certain that the variances isolated by the cost accounting department are significant and indicative of real
problems in cost control.
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In the case of labor costs, standard labor dollar cost figures are, in reality,
nothing but the monetization of standard labor hour figures as developed by
industrial engineers through motion and time study or formula techniques.
When a cost accountant accepts these time standards with blind and naive faith
in their construction, he has not thought through the implications of their use
in variance isolation and the fixing of responsibility. In order to make it possible for the cost accountant to be reasonably certain of his ground when presenting variances to management for positive corrective action, he should be
informed as to the methods by which the time standards he will use have been
developed.
As industrial engineers are well aware, the construction of time standards
for various industrial jobs has been reduced to a fairly objective process. However, whenever human beings are the objects of judgment, subjective analysis
cannot be completely eliminated. Whether a time standard is developed by
stop -watch means or through the application of a standard formula, an allowance factor must always enter in. This factor, composed as it is of the relatively uncertain elements of unavoidable delay, personal time, and fatigue, can
never be reduced to completely objective terms. Even though great improvement has been shown in the recognition of proper unavoidable delay and personal time allowances for various jobs, much remains to be done in the measurement of fatigue and its effect on operator performance. The greatest stumbling block to progress in fatigue measurement is the lack of agreement as to
the components of fatigue and proper recognition techniques.
It is not advocated that all cost accountants become experts in motion and
time study and work simplification, or that all time study engineers become experts in cost accounting techniques. Rather, there is a recognition of the need
for free communication between these two important members of the industrial family and for free exchange of ideas and new developments in both
areas. When the cost accountant is able to visualize means through which various jobs may be simplified, combined, eliminated and improved, he can suggest positive action to be taken by management in situations in which labor
efficiency variances are unfavorable. To the extent that overhead is apportioned
on the basis of either direct labor hours or direct labor dollars, an understanding of the need for work simplification may have considerable effect on recommendations for action to be taken in terms of controllable overhead variances
of an unfavorable nature.
Attitudes of motion - mindedness need not be restricted to those technically
trained in the analysis of operator motions. The constant desire for methods
improvement, the application of the principles of motion economy to existing
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situations, the search for the current "one best way" of performing an industrial task, can well be a cooperative venture, embracing foremen, supervisors,
cost accountants, and all persons who have even a remote interest. All of the
members of a given industrial family stand to gain as much as do the time study engineers, whose primary concern is methods improvement for the establishment of equitable time standards.
The Matter of Adjusting Standards

in

Any cost standard, as well as the time standard or quantity standard from
which it has been developed, must not be looked upon as perfect for all time
and for all situations, either by the cost accountant or the industrial engineer.
the perfection
When the industrial engineer has spent innumerable hours
of a time standard, he is not likely to view its adjustment with great pleasure. A
cost accountant, utilizing this standard but at the same time having an appreciation of its limitations and a lesser degree of personal interest, may be more willing to make adjustments as the need arises.
The question of the need for adjustment of a time standard and /or a cost
standard is, of course, one which calls for a great deal of value judgment.
Equally as undesirable as the retention of an outworn and outmoded standard
is the too frequent adjustment of a standard. The yardstick then becomes one
of putty, rather than one of durable construction. Standards find themselves trying to keep pace with changes in actual costs, and the tail wags the dog.
Both the cost accountant and the time study engineer are concerned with
the problem of loose and tight standards. Both share the common management
problem of commanding the respect of the company's employees and the bargaining agent which represents those employees. It is best to try to avoid either
extremely loose or extremely tight labor hour standards. From a psychological
point of view, however, it is easier to convince operators and their representatives that a tight standard should be loosened than that a loose standard should
be tightened.
The reader may well say at this point, "But these are the problems of the
time -study engineer and should not concern the cost accountant." Granted that
the actual responsibility for the improvement of methods, materials, tools, equipment, and working conditions, and the recognition of technological obsolescence and how to combat it, rests with the industrial engineer. Still, both unduly loose and unduly tight standards may be ultimately reflected in the data
assembled by the cost accounting department. Unusually loose standards may
give rise to highly favorable labor efficiency variances. These favorable variances may mislead the cost accountant into believing that a given department
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or cost center is operating very efficiently when it is not. On the other hand,
unusually tight standards may give rise to highly unfavorable labor efficiency
variance, causing the blame to be improperly placed on the foreman or supervisor of the department or cost center in question. Thus, although unfavorable
variances in terms of labor efficiency and controllable overhead seem most in
need of corrective action, whenever extenuating circumstances exist, the cost
accountant should proceed with caution before recommending to management
the commendation of affected foremen and supervisors for seemingly favorable
variances or the penalization of these same persons for seemingly unfavorable
variances.
Budget Construction —A Cooperative Venture
The primary purpose of standard costs is cost control and reduction. Management has found it necessary to marshal standard costs into a working body
of data known as a budget. Although budgets are of many types, the two
most commonly used in conjunction with standard costs are the fixed budget
and the flexible budget. The fixed budget is a statement of the expected costs
involved in the overall operation of the business. However, the recognition of
various levels at which operations may take place from time to time has led to
the development and extensive use of the flexible budget.
If all manufacturing costs could be classified as either completely fixed or
completely variable, the construction of a flexible budget would be largely a
routine affair. However, a substantial number of factory overhead items falls
into intermediate groups, classified as semifixed (or semivariable). It is in
connection with these intermediate groups that the real task of flexible budget
construction arises. Individual items of partly fixed and partly variable factory
overhead must be studied very carefully in order to discover the proper standard cost figures for various capacity levels in the flexible budget. Here the working partnership of the industrial engineer and the cost accountant can be of
extremely great value, since the former's continued attention to methods improvement will necessarily involve him in the consideration of burden utilization at different levels of capacity. The cost accountant's knowledge and experience with respect to the behavior of various factory overhead items, will
serve as evaluation media to check on the actual observations of the industrial
engineer.
Problems in Setting Material Quantity Standards
It is not the present intention to omit consideration of the materials aspect
of standard costing. The labor aspect has been developed first, because the
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need for cooperation and free exchange of ideas between cost accountants and
industrial engineers points itself up so clearly in terms of labor hour and dollar
values. Furthermore, in a great many instances the labor cost of any manufacturing job or process is the largest single element. But no one will deny the
importance of material costs.
Standard quantities of materials for specific jobs or processes are a natural
outgrowth of methods improvement studies. The cost accountant who has his
finger on the pulse of methods improvements, soon comes to discern reasonable standard quantities of materials for given tasks. Furthermore, he is abreast
of technological changes and revisions in processes, which lead to reduced material quantity needs. He may become aware of these reduced needs before
officially notified of them and will thus be assured of their propriety when he is
formally notified. Then, when materials usage variances on different jobs or
processes are isolated by the cost accountant, he can more intelligently decide
how to advise management in terms of real or apparent need for positive corrective action.
Effect on Materials Variances of Substitutions, Scrap and Spoilage
In any period of material shortages and critical materials lists, the inability
to obtain the standard materials required for a given job or process, at the time
it is undertaken, often leads to a substitution of other materials which are technically suitable. The decision as to what materials to substitute is made by the
industrial engineer, but the effect of this decision has its impact on the cost
accountant, who must separate materials price and quantity variances. In evaluating the efficiency of the department or departments producing standard products with substitute materials, the cost accountant must be fully aware of the act
of substitution, the difference in standard unit costs between the regular and
the substitute materials, and the resulting difference in the materials price variance when the regular materials are used as compared with the materials price
variance when the substitute materials are used. Furthermore, larger quantities
of the substitute materials may be required to produce a given amount of finished product than would be required if the standard materials were used. The
cost accountant should be aware of this.
If the cost accountant is informed of proposed materials substitutions in
plenty of time, he can isolate materials substitution variances on a price basis,
a quantity basis, or both, and thus avoid the embarrassment of recommending
to top management that corrective action be taken, which results in blaming
a departmental foreman or supervisor for an unfavorable materials variance
beyond his control. The industrial engineer responsible for the decision to
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make the materials substitution, can save face for the cost accountant by "giving him the word" promptly.
To the extent that materials procured for productive operations later prove
to be defective and yet have some positive scrap value, an unfavorable materials
quantity variance may be reduced by the amount of the scrap value or a favorable quantity variance may be made even more favorable. A certain amount of
defective materials loss is normal to many productive processes and is taken into
consideration in setting the standard manufacturing expense rates used in allocating manufacturing expenses to departments. However, the presence or absence of scrap values and the dollar amounts of these values, are not rigid propositions but are closely allied to technological advance and general industrial
progress. Scrap materials of different kinds are utilized in processes and quantities today, which were unheard of and undreamed of prior to World War II.
The aspects of technological and general industrial development which give
rise to new and more extensive uses for scrap materials would logically come
to the attention of the industrial engineer before they would become known to
the cost accountant. Effective communication between the industrial engineer
and the cost accountant would bring changes in scrap utilization to the attention of the latter in ample time for him to consider the implications of these
changes on unfavorable or barely favorable materials quantity variances.
As previously stated, a normal defective materials percentage is ordinarily
taken into consideration in setting standard manufacturing expense rates. In
many processes and operations, a certain minimum percentage of spoilage is
also anticipated from past experience. However, the industrial engineer is constantly at work to cut this spoilage ratio to the bone, and eliminate it entirely,
wherever possible, through effective diagnoses of the causes of spoilage and
application of well- conceived remedies.
Of course, all spoilage cannot be anticipated in advance. There are a great
many reasons for unexpected spoilage of materials or finished parts, which are
beyond the scope of this paper. The point to be emphasized here is that, where
the cost accountant has an appreciation of the underlying reasons for unexpected
spoilage of materials or finished parts, he can better interpret the effects of this
spoilage on the particular materials quantity variance involved and can make
more intelligent recommendations to management for corrective action. Since
the industrial engineer is closer to the "scene of the crime," he is in a better
position to ascertain the true cause of the unexpected spoilage and can convey
this information to the cost accounting department. This cooperative effort will
reflect to the ultimate credit of both of these important members of the industrial family.
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Benefits of Knowledge of Process Charting Techniques
Earlier in this paper, a plea was made for all members of the industrial family
to develop attitudes of motion - mindedness. It is recognized that the industrial
engineer is trained in the analysis of operator motions and that the cost accountant is not and need not be so trained. Process charting is a different matter.
There is a distinct advantage accruing to the concern in which the cost accountants, or at least some of the cost accountants, are familiar with the six simple
symbols commonly used in process charting.
The process chart is a symbolic description of the steps in the manufacture
of a product or the completion of a process, together with the linear distances
covered by the steps involving movement and the elemental times involved in
all the steps. Since standard times are developed for operations and processes
through product analyses and since product analyses are made by means of
process charting techniques, the cost accountant who understands these techniques is in a much better position to interpret the monetized time standards
which he uses in the isolation of material, labor, and manufacturing expense
variances.
The six symbols commonly used in process charting are reproduced in Exhibit 1, together with their names and major uses. These symbols are easily
learned and, once learned, are not quickly forgotten. It is not a major function
or even a secondary function of a cost accountant to be able to read and interpret process charts. However, the industrial engineer may be at a loss from
time to time as to how to improve a particular job or operation and may call on
his colleagues for suggestions. The cost accountant is vitally interested in the
end - product of methods improvements —the cost standards established for particular jobs and processes. An ability to read process charts gives the cost accountant the opportunity to help the industrial engineer out of his difficulty
and, at the same time, to help himself in the production of a more equitable
time —and cost — standard.
Cooperation Can Overcome "Chronic Specialization"
The industrial engineering activity of any manufacturing concern is interested primarily in the improvement of methods, materials, tools, equipment,
and working conditions. The cost accounting activity of the same concern is
interested primarily in cost reduction and cost control. At first blush, these two
sets of objectives do not necessarily seem to go together. The tragedy in many
industries today is that the two departments are firmly convinced that their
objectives are not compatible.
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aga i n s t a s t an d a r d .

Q u a l i t y I n s p e ct i o n

A qual ity che ck of t he prod uct
aga i n s t a s t a n d a r d .

EXHIBIT 1

Nevertheless, deeper reflection on the industrial engineer's goal of methods
improvement seems to indicate that lasting methods improvement must be economical methods improvement —economical of time, materials, operators, tools,
and equipment. A seeming methods improvement which is wasteful of any
of these scarce resources, may be an illusory improvement. If the only truly
desirable methods improvements are economical methods improvements, then
the cost accountant's goals of cost reduction and control are certainly not in the
background.
Some industrial engineers would contend that penurious cost accountants
stifle methods improvements because improvement requires experimentation
and experimentation is costly. It is doubtful that any enlightened cost accountant would object to some additional expenditures for experimentation purposes when there is every reason to believe that the ultimate revision or modification of the operation or process would be more economical than the one it
would supersede. Thus, both the cost accountant and the industrial engineer can
profit by their working partnership —the cost accountant through the attainment of his goal of cost reduction and cost control and the industrial engineer
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through the development of thoroughgoing methods improvements. And these
two objectives are mutually attainable.
The partnership of cost accountants and industrial engineers is a reciprocal
one. Methods improvements lead to revised time and quantity standards which,
in turn, result in revised standard costs. At the same time, the isolation of
variances, whether favorable or unfavorable, often results in methods improvements as one of several means of positive corrective action. Where the relationship of any two areas of management is as intertwined as these two, cooperation and a mutual awareness of common problems seem the only logical
pathways to a continuance of industrial growth and progress.
It is fully realized that the proposed partnership of cost accountants and industrial engineers advocated in this paper is fraught with a myriad of human
relations problems, including the age -old desire for clearly defined areas of responsibility associated with the maintenance of organizational status. Nevertheless, the author believes that the next few years of our industrial development will call for ever increasing cooperative efforts on the part of all closely allied members of the management family.
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Why Not Use Accounting Terminology?
by ROBERT A. MILLER
Corporate Controller, Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan

It is the opinion of the writer of this article that the technical language which accountants use makes good technical sense in the technical situations which make up the work -scene of industry and industrial accounting. He suggests that the use of diplomacy in place of
candor before men who are in the habit of re- acting well to the latter,
even when the blows hurt, has resulted in failure of accountants to
exercise an educational function for which they are responsible —to
others and to themselves.

and cost men "bunlp up against" the
E fact that management doesaccountants
not take seriously enough the information they
VERY ONCE IN A WHILE

have worked long, conscientiously, and intensively to gather, analyze, and present. Unfortunately, what I consider a totally unworthy reaction to this rebuff
has become common. The accountant cringes, accuses himself, decides he must
have presented it wrong and must re -do it and present it again. Sometimes he
waits patiently, continuing meanwhile to "knock himself out" to get needed
information, until management (having exhausted all other possibilities)
deigns to beckon and consider his offerings. This is lack of backbone in accountants and cost men and is a sad commentary on their self - appraisal.
The Anxious Umpire
Most accountants have gone through from four to eight years of college and
range in experience from five to twenty years in learning how to develop significant facts in industrial operation, besides learning through professional
literature and contacts what other companies and industries have found successful. Throughout these years the accountant has sharpened his tools, increased his knowledge, developed better methods, refined costs, analyzed procedures, and revised his conclusions. He has had no axe to grind. He has not
tried to prove that the sales department is right or manufacturing or engineering. All he has been interested in has been the truth. He has asked,
"What are the facts ?" "What can be done to reduce costs ?" "To increase
profits ?" These questions have been the driving force behind all of his activities.
Often he can see clearly where costs can be reduced, with a corresponding
increase in profits and it becomes almost an obsession. In his enthusiasm, he
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presents this rare and valuable information to management, knowing that the
latter needs only act upon it to achieve benefits for the company. Is this wrong
of the accountant?
Let us consider again the matter of the reception he gets. Perhaps he hears
sharp words like this: "You say our labor cost is too high. You probably do
not understand that our labor rates have kept pace with those of the industry
and, therefore, we could not reduce them. Only an imbecile would suggest
reducing labor rates in these days."
Thus, he is categorized! Or perhaps he hears the following: "You say our
material cost is too high. You probably do not understand that, in the last ten
years, material costs have risen, so there is nothing we can do about that. You
are suggesting something impractical and purely theoretical."
This is in spite of the fact that the accountant can demonstrate that waste
(scrap, broke) is too large a percentage of input and is gutting the salvage area.
Well, what does the accountant do when these bitter words are spoken?
Perhaps frantically, he supplies information on excess down -time and explains
the existing waste of manpower, faulty equipment utilization, and excess use
of existing direct materials. Or he points out that productivity is down markedly
and suggests that even a slight reversal of this trend could, alone, cure company ills. In other words, he hands management everything needed to judge the
situation intelligently, based on years of study and experience of how to prepare such data, and moved by a conscientious desire to replace waste by profit.
But the accountant's nervous attitude defeats him. What sort of reply does
he get from management at large? It still runs something like this, in spite of
the material he has submitted (it did not get a good "look at "), "Poor agitated
Joe, what does he know about manufacturing or shipping or sales —or anything else but debits and credits? I'm a shop man, myself, and I can tell by
the 'feel' if we are doing a good job" or, "I'm a salesman. I know what we
can sell and can't sell. You have to have an instinct for it."
Industrial English Is Largely Technical
So, for refuge, sympathy, and to refresh his beliefs and prevent acute frustration from setting in, the accountant attends a meeting of kindred enthusiasts
( "professional associates" to you) and receives —a talk on "how to sell accounting to management" or "salesmanship in accounting." The address may be fine
but the specifics prescribed are as likely to fester the sore as heal it, especially
if the speaker recommends abandoning technical terminology. He may say
that management is not of the accounting profession and therefore does not
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understand this language. His proof is that, if management understood, it
would act immediately to stop the flow of dollars down the drain. The following words are likely to be cited in such a talk: variance, budget, variable costs,
fixed costs, performance, profit margin, operating profit, etc.
But these words are part of the livest industrial language there is. Any man
who does not understand these terms and their significance, is not qualified
to direct the operation of a company the success of which many stockholders are
dependent upon. Similarly, any man who dan-ins costs because they tell him unpleasant things or because they are not what he "felt" they should be, is a
negligent manager. An accountant does not need to "sell" himself to such a
man (as the speaker suggests). To put it bluntly, he must educate him.
Because of his monthly or quarterly sessions with the board of directors,
this man has had to learn something about regular or accelerated depreciation,
"lifo" inventory valuations, capitalization of expenditures, cash forecasts, etc.
Of course, if the members of the board are no more astute than he, it is only
necessary for him to learn to say a few terms and phrases to get by but, at least,
there is the invitation to learn something about them. In the day -to -day operation of the business, where wasted dollars are evidence of neglect, such a man
does nothing because no bell rings in the board room when a cost goes out
of line. He does not heed cost information because he does not want to heed
it. He will not hurt the factory manager's feelings by speaking to him about the
costs or the budget developed by a nonmanufacturing man. Here, our case takes
another turn. The directors wanted to know about "lifo" and our "manager"
took an interest in it, but how many directors really understand industrial management techniques in a broad way? You see, the plot thickens, and so should
the accountant's fighting blood. There's gold (for the company) in those
technical terms.
It is not that the manufacturing organization eschews technical language as
such. It can suddenly become very adept at technical manufacturing language
and delight in stumping the layman. But not accounting terms! These they
are inclined to fear and scoff at for accounting as a tool is recognized to mean
disclosure of situations as they are. It is this potential, at once so desirable
and so hard to face, on which there is the temptation to close the door by bypassing the language.
Accountants Should Honor Their Own Experience
Sometimes there is a further element. The caution of accountants makes them
think everyone else is as bold as the front he puts on. Often failure to act, in
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cases where action seems mandatory, is attributable to simple lack of guts, to
which operating personnel are by no means immune. The accountant, however,
is likely to put it down to his own lack of effectiveness. But the industrial accountant has a technique which has taken years of formal education and years
of experience to develop. If management does not act on sound advice, the
fault is not with the counsel given.
Perhaps the accountant can sometimes take it upon himself to find out where
there is a lack of backbone. At all events he must stick with his skill and keep
refining his techniques, keep developing new tools, and keep on indicating when
action must be taken. Who knows? He may eventually educate management to
proper dependence on him to steer the ship away from the shoals of insufficient
profits to the green and charted seas of increased profits. Or he may eventually "acquire' a management well- rounded in industrial experience, one which
knows how (to change metaphor) to fly a big ship by instruments the modern
way, rather than depend on the "seat -of- the - pants" technique appropriate to the
crate flown in bush -pilot days.
If the accountant is sincere, accurate, conscientious, and hard - working, lie
must not weaken "under fire" or pussyfoot. In companies all over the country,
accountants and cost men do find managers who are professionally literate as
well as intelligent and progressive, and who know exactly what is meant by
standard costs, variances, flexible budgets, profit path control, and like terms.
They are the terms of a profession and should be used forthrightly.
There are also isolated cases in which it would not be too bold, although the
idea can only be carried out with tact, to encourage management personnel to
attend schools of management development, where the fundamentals of industrial management are taught: what tools are available, how to use them, and
how to discover the acres of diamonds buried in a company's own backyard.
Management is one endeavor and the accountant is part of it.
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Income Tax Is a Cost In "Paying Out" Oil Properties
by EMMETT B. DAY
Office Manager, Charles B. Wrightsman, Houston, Texas

Income tax, necessarily contingent upon the existence of taxable income, occupier an anomalous position as an outgo element of doing
business. However, as an inevitable accompaniment of anticipated profitable operation, it certainly merits attention as a cost. This article
rpotlights the situation by showing sample status statements for oil
producing ventures, with and without giving effect to this considerable
burden with which all industries must contend.

continue to take a larger and larger proportion of
F the gross incomeon income
of business. This fact makes it apparent to businessmen
ED ER AL T AX ES

that taxes on income must be considered a cost of doing business. It is the purpose of this article to show how important income tax is in determining final
profit. As this article is read, it may be protested by the reader that, to some
extent, it elaborates upon a circumstance already partly acknowledged. True as
this may be, it is also true that the impact of taxes, considered as coming before
profit determination has had an afterthought quality, almost to the point of inattention, when costs of doing business are under discussion. Our goal is to
draw aside this veil.
To accomplish this purpose, the producing oil business has been selected as
an example because it shows most readily the effect of taxes on income. The
r e a so n t h e p r o d u c i n g o i l b u si n e ss sh o ws c l e a r l y t h e e f fe c t o f F e d e r a l i n c o m e t a x

is the fact that each oil producing property is a separate accounting unit and
separate records of income and expense must be kept to determine depletion
allowable for Federal income tax purposes. Furthermore, each property represents a new business venture for which final profit or loss can be determined.
Each venture must be completed in one of three ways:
I. Abandonment as worthless.
2. Sale or exchange.

3. Production until completely depleted.

An Example of a Single Property
Oil men have always considered in advance the question of whether or not
any "deal" might pay -out. After beginning any venture in oil production, it has
been customary to ask accountants to prepare statements of pay -out status for
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each property on a monthly, quarterly or annual basis. The ordinary approach
to the pay -out status report for an oil property is as follows:
Total cash invested and not previously recovered
Less cash recovered
Cash received
Less costs paid

$100,000
$60,000
15,000

Net cash recovered

45,000

Cash to be recovered

$ 55,000

In this approach i.e., the usual one, costs paid do not include income tax
paid. Therefore, the term, "net cash recovered," is made misleading, because
net cash cannot be determined until income tax paid or to be paid, is deductible.
To show the significance of the income tax factor, the example can be restated:
Total cash invested
Less cash recovered:
Cash income received
Less cash outlay
Operating costs
30%
Total cash outlay

$100,000
60,000
$15,000
8,550*
23,550
36,450

Cash investment to be recovered

63,550

$

Net cash recovered

*The income tax rate of 30% is an arbitrary rate used here as an example. The
rate must be applied against net income after depletion. In this case the depletion
allowable for tax purposes is calculated as 27%2% of gross income or $16,500.
Taxable income is $60,000 less cost $15,000 and $16,500 depletion, giving $28,500
taxable income at 30% tax amounting to $8,550 as shown.

The example now indicates clearly how income tax reduced income from the
property. However, there is another important consideration to introduce, applicable to the oil producing industry. If one property's operations result in a loss
for income tax purposes, this loss can be used to reduce taxable income from
other properties. The taxpayer thereby saves in cost, by saving cash he would
otherwise have to pay out in income tax on the profitable property.
A Profitable Property and a Loss Property
An example of offsetting loss on one property against profit on another is
shown in the following two- property profit summary:
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No t e . ,
1. Th. deduction of income tax from gross income corresponds with the current theory of '3. Exactly equal amounts of 5246,000 invested in productive royalties and in productive
leases have vastly different results Sn future pay-out regnirements,
withholding the incone tax and leaving the remainder to the taxpayer. All the tax er
can co ns i de r a e hla u m Sa the remai nder a f t e r payment o f Federal i nc o me 'Ea x.
The lease requires $103,420 to be paid from :Lture income
c. Taxes included as expense are Boas production taxes, adva7crea taxes, and the like.
The royalty requires $229,920 to be peld from future income
This s i t u a t i o n c l e a r l y i n d i c a t e s t he a dv a nt a ge ga i ne d by c ha rgi ng off drilling costs
a s a t a x d e d uc t i o n.
4 . T he di f f e re nc e o f $ 1 , 7 2 1 , 2 1 2 i v e xa c t ly t he n . n m -t of inc ome tax paid.

EXHIBIT 1

Property A*

Property B

Total

$60,000.00

$40,000.00

$100,000.00

15,000.00
16,500.00

40,000.00
7,000.00
1,000.00

40,000.00
22,000.00
17, 500.00

Tax deductions

31,500.00

48,000.00

79,500.00

Taxable income or (loss)

28,500.00

8,000.00)

20,500.00

( $ 2,400.00)

6,150.00

$

8,550.00

$

Tax at arbitrary tax rate 30%

—

Costs of operation:
Intangible development
Production costs and taxes
Depletion

[

Cash income received

* Property A is the property used in the preceding example.

It is obvious that, if the taxpayer has only two income producing properties,
loss from one will be partly recovered by reducing the outlay of cash to pay
income tax on the profitable property. There is a common expression in the oil
business, to the effect that "good properties have to produce enough to pay for
both the good and the bad." The allocation of income tax or income tax benefit
to each property is merely a practical way of showing the true contribution of
both the good and bad. Of course, until there is enough money left after income
tax to pay out both the good and the bad property, the business has made no
final or actual profit. The foregoing data is helpful for our present purposes,
mostly because we can now use it to make an improved pay- out - status for Properties A and B.
Pay- out - status data
Capital investment:
Balance from prior years
Addition during current year

Property A

Property B

Total
$100,000
100,000

15,000

40,000
7,000

40,000
22,000

115,000

147,000

262,000

60,000

40,000

100,000

8,550

(2,400)

6,150

Net amount recovered

51,450

42,400

93,850

Balance to be paid out

63,550

$104,600

$168,150

Operating charges current year:
Intangible development cost
Operating expenses
Cash outlay to be paid out

$

Deduct:
Operating income
Less income tax calculated in above
schedule

—

$100,000

$100,000

What difference has inclusion of a figure for income tax made? The dollar
effect can be read from the income tax line above. The amounts are not imAUG UST, 1953
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portant. Certainly, if the oil operator owed money for the development of these
properties, he could not get out of debt until he had paid bath his income tax
and his loan. Operating under the assumption that all income from an oil property can be applied on bank loans has frequently resulted in oil operators being
forced to sell developed properties to raise money.
The income tax saving will make the newly developed property B pay out
sooner because the income tax saving is added to the income of the property
as shown above. It is only fair to give a new lease credit for the tax saving
afforded by drilling on that lease (although it may seem odd to regard it as
advantageous because of prospective loss), for the reason that the income tax
saving to be obtained by drilling a new lease may be a large factor in deciding
the time to drill and whether or not to drill.
Effect of Income Taxes Over the Years
A more elaborate example of how to apply income tax paid to each property
is shown in Exhibit 1. This example shows the cumulative effect of high taxes by
displaying a condensed view of 1949, 1950 and 1951 results and a more detailed
summary of results for 1952. The final column highlights the cumulative effect
of including Federal income taxes as compared with excluding them. To further
emphasize the effect of high taxes, it is assumed that the individual owner of the
properties in this example has enough income from oil sales to put him in the
highest tax bracket each year. In order to simplify calculations in the exhibit,
it has been assumed that the taxpayer reports income on a cash receipts and disbursements basis but with the income tax deducted from the income to which it
applies, even though it may be paid, in part, in the following year.
It should be added that tax calculations can be made easily where changing
rates of tax apply to different income brackets. The simplest way to make such
bracket calculations is to assume that the basic part of the business comes first
and that profits and losses from other ventures are heaped on top of the basic
income. In this way of looking at it, a venture started in January comes before
one started in March and, of course, the ventures of December would represent
the top bracket change for a calendar year taxpayer.
The net cumulative difference of $1,721,212, which shows at the bottom of
the final column of Exhibit 1 may be regarded as climactic to this article. Is it
or is it not an important amount? An affirmative answer would seem to be
called for and would give Federal income tax a definite place on the payout
status report for oil properties. It may bear greater emphasis also in management
level reports in other lines of business.
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A Contract Termination Procedure
by JOHN F. ROGGE
Auditor, Link Aviation, Inc., Binghamton, N. Y.

Outlining a plan of effective committee work in handling the diverse
matters which call for prompt care when a contract has been terminated at the convenience of the government, the author of this article
calls attention also to the present basis in law and regulations (ASPR
Section VIII) of terminations of this character.

HE ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT ACT of 1947, which spells out the

T legal requirements pertaining to contract negotiation, cost principles, etc.,

also contains those for contract terminations. The act outlines the policies and
methods to be followed in connection with the termination of contracts, provides for the settlement of contracts so terminated, and includes the approved
forms for use in terminating contracts for the convenience of the Government
and in the settlement of such contracts.
However, a contractor does not have to revert to the use of the act, itself,
to prepare his settlement proposal, because Section VIII of the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation issued under it, has been put out in the past year and
provides all the necessary information. This section of the ASPR is entitled,
"Termination of Contracts." The termination provisions of the act and regulation apply to all contracts containing the "standard termination clause." This
clause, reserving the right of the Government to terminate a contract for its
convenience, must be inserted in all fixed - price, cost-plus -a- fixed -fee, and other
contracts executed on or after March 1, 1951. Procurement started on or after
February 1, 1952, will also contain this clause.
Termination at the convenience of the government will be evidenced by a
formal notice. The immediate effect on a contractor of a notice termination will
be to require him to take the following steps:
I. Stop work immediately on the terminated portion of the contract and distinue placing any subcontracts or purchase orders under it.
2. If the termination is partial, perform the
continued portion of the contract.
3. Take such action as may be reasonably
necessary to protect and preserve property in his possession in which the government has or may acquire an interest.
4. Terminate all unperformed or partly
performed subcontracts and purchase
orders relating to the terminated portion of the prime contract.
S. Promptly notify the contracting officer
AUG UST, 1953

of the institution of any legal proceeding growing out of the termination of
any subcontract and purchase order.
b. Proceed to obtain settlement proposals
from subcontractors and other vendors,
with supporting schedules, and to settle
or obtain signed releases with such subcontractors.
7. Promptly prepare contractor's own settlement proposal, supported by appropriate schedules.
8. Dispose of any termination inventory allocable to the terminated portion of the
contract, subject to direction or approval of the contracting officer.
16 3 1

The above conditions will appear in all letter notice of termination sent to
a contractor and it would be appropriate for the contractor also to include them
in his letter notice of termination to his subcontractors. In most instances, the
standard form of termination, as presented in paragraph 707.2, Section VIII of
ASPR's will suffice to send to the subcontractor, with modification dependent
on specific purchase orders.
Some Special Terminology
Before going further it would be well to cite several definitions from the
ASPR which will be standard terminology in contract termination negotiations.
"Contracting officer" is any official of the Government designated as administrator of a prime contract, or any authorized representative of a contracting
officer acting within the limits of his authority.
"Effective date of termination" means the date upon which the notice of
termination first requires the contractor to reduce or stop deliveries, reduce
or stop performance, provided, however, that, if such notice is received subsequent to the date fixed for termination, then the effective date of termination
shall be the date of termination on which the notice is received.
"Contractor inventory" means: ( 1 ) any property acquired by and in possession of a contractor or subcontractor (including Government - furnished property) under a contract pursuant to the terms of which title is vested in the
Government and in excess of the amounts needed to complete full performance under the entire contract and (2) any property which the Government
is obligated to or has an option to take over under any type of contract, as a
result either of any changes in the specifications or plans under it or of the
termination of the contract (or related subcontract) prior to completion of the
work, for the convenience or at the option of the Government.
The term "subcontract" means any contract, agreement, or purchase order,
and any preliminary contractual instrument, other than a prime contract, calling for the performance of any work, or for the making or furnishing of any
material, required for the performance of any one or more prime contracts. The
term also includes any such contract, agreement, or purchase order, or other
instrument, placed under one or more subcontracts.
"Termination inventory" means any items of physical property purchased,
supplied, manufactured, furnished, or otherwise acquired for performance of
the terminated contract, which are properly allocable to the terminated portion
of the contract. The termination inventory may comprise Government- furnished
property and contractor - acquired or contractor- furnished property.
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The term, "termination claim," means any claim or demand by a prime contractor or subcontractor for fair compensation for the termination of any contract or subcontract, and any other claim under a terminated contract or subcontract.
There are many more items of termination nomenclature, but it is felt the
above will be sufficient for present purposes as related to the procedures now
to be described.

Selecting a Terminations Administrator
Let us assume, in order to set up a specific problem, that the Broome Manufacturing Company has received a letter notice of termination of a fixed price
contract. The Broome Manufacturing Company is a medium -sized firm of several thousand employees. The principal officers of the company are a general
manager and a controller. Subordinate positions of responsibility making up
the termination team are a termination administrator, contracts administrator,
purchasing agent, manager of production planning and control, and the chief
cost accountant.
The first step to be taken is the appointment of a terminations administrator
to report directly to the controller, the chief financial executive. The termination administrator (he will just be called the administrator here), will be
charged with the responsibility of administering and coordinating the terminations of government contracts. He will supervise the settlement of subcontractors' claims, coordinate the responsibility and efforts of all termination personnel within the company, and will expedite at all points to bring to a conclusion the necessary and required records and documents, so that the management may successfully settle its claim against the Government.
An administrator should not be chosen at random, because the job, even
though of short duration, requires a man of proven executive ability and
capacity. In most companies, the person chosen will probably come from the
audit staff because only in such staff positions does one receive overall training and assignment of responsibilities necessary to administer a program of
terminations. A company with one or two medium -sized contracts could probably assign the job to a major company executive as part time duties. However,
a company with a number of contracts of various proportions should definitely
appoint a man from within (or from outside) the company, immediately upon
receipt of the first termination notice. In the beginning, the job might require
only a small portion of the administrator's time, but it is just possible that
terminations are about to grow in volume, even with the continuance of the
defense program as a whole.
AU G US T , 1953
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BROOME MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Schedule A
Contract Termination Worksheef
ORDER
NO.

VENDOR

QUANTITY
CANCEL DIV. CTR. QUANTITY DIVERT
PART NO. CANCELLED VALUE CHARGES
NO.
DIVERT VALUE

EXHIBIT 1

The success of every company's termination program will depend heavily
upon the groundwork laid before any large amount of full and partial terminations begins. However, it is not intended to convey the impression that a reversal in government spending is anticipated or forecast for the immediate
future. On the contrary, what is anticipated is that numerous engineering and
policy changes will be made, resulting in many partial terminations. A good example is the many airplane production contracts let in 1951 and 1952, which
require (or will require) model and production revisions in 1953, 1954, and
1955.

Other Members of the Terminations Committee
There should be a terminations committee which the contracts administrator
would head because of his experience in government contract work. Serving on
a terminations committee with him would be the purchasing agent, the manager
of production planning and control, and the chief cost accountant. The purchasing agent is appropriately charged with the responsibility of sending the
telegraphic notice of termination to all vendors and, at a later date, sending out
the letter notice of termination, spelling out termination instructions. He prepares so- called Schedule A (Exhibit 1), one of the hubs of the Broome Com1654
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pany's termination procedures and maintains a file of cancelled purchase orders
for ready reference. He assists the administrator in negotiating the settlement
of subcontractor's proposals, and also the manager of production planning and
control in the diversion of material to other contracts and to the commercial
work of the company.
The manager of production planning and control issues the "stop work"
instruction to the operating departments of the company. An inventory of
work -in- process must be taken immediately, and a disposition made of components and materials. It may be desirable to continue fabricating a part or
parts. The production planning and control manager must issue a change notice, so that a part in process can be altered and diverted, when complete, to
other work or removed to a segregated storage area for disposal at a later date.
He must also immediately issue instructions to planning analyzers to review all
purchased or fabricated parts in general stores, with the purpose in mind of
diverting the material to other work. The material which cannot be diverted
will be removed to the segregated area. Through a review of Schedule A, the
planning manager determines feasibility of diversion of material on order. If
material is to be diverted, it will be indicated there, so that the administrator
can inform the supplier as to disposition in the letter notice of termination.
It is likewise a duty of the manager of production planning and control to
supervise the removal of all terminated inventory from general stores and work in- process centers, to the segregated area. It should be kept in mind that the
terminated inventory will include material in transit as well as material shipped
into the plant from time to time after the effective date of termination by subcontractors. Although it will be possible to divert material to other production
after it has been removed to a segregated area and taken up on a termination
inventory schedule, it is best to complete the diversion review while it is in the
general stores or work -in- process centers.
As a member of the terminations committee, the chief accountant issues
"stop work" instructions to the cost department. He must brief all timekeepers
on the specific handling of labor on terminated contracts. He must indicate the
..effective date of termination" dearly on all reports and records, so that
termination costs can be more easily identified. Particularly, he must also control cut -off costs on work -in- process, so that, if it is determined to continue operations on a work order, the costs incurred will be charged to the succeeding
contract or job.
Another termination responsibility of the chief cost accountant is to supervise the taking of all termination inventories which have been removed to the
segregated area and to prepare the inventory schedules needed. He should see
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that inventory records will be kept so that, at any time, the complete history
of a termination inventory (showing original status, additions and diversions,
and final disposition) can be summarized promptly.
Schedule A, which the purchasing agent prepares and the manager of production planning reviews, the chief cost accountant must also review and correlate with the cost records, to identify company material in the hands of a vendor
for further fabrication. He can then inform the administrator of this, and the
latter will include instructions for the return of material, in the letter notice of
termination to the vendor.
Expediting Termination Work; Handling Subcontract Claims
Throughout the entire termination cycle, the administrator must be in close
touch with each member of the termination committee and must be in a position to step in at any time and assist, in order to keep this cycle moving. Too
frequently there is the tendency by various departments to let a job like terminations lag because of the large volume of normal work in the department.
The administrator must have this in mind and insist that the terminations job
in each department keep pace with the other department work.
A major function of the administrator's job is that of the settlement of subcontract claims. If authorization to settle termination claims for less than $1,000
is not included in the letter notice of termination, the contractor should write
immediately for this authorization. If an authorization to settle proposals of
less than $1,000 has been granted, it behooves the administrator to deal fairly
with all subcontractors, because a subcontractor has no contractual rights directly
against the Government upon the termination of a prime contract. The contracting officer, once he grants authorization, cannot set aside a prime contractor's settlement with a subcontractor.
However, he is required to review settlements periodically in order to determine whether adequate reviews and fair settlements are being made by the
contractor. If, in his opinion, inadequate settlements have been made, then the
contracting officer must revoke the authorization. This revocation becomes effective only from the date of receipt of written notice to the contractor.
Many subcontractors' termination claims can be settled by a desk audit, i.e.,
the administrator and the purchasing agent or buyer involved consult to determine the reasonableness of the charge. It must be remembered, however,
that, in approving a subcontractor's claim, the administrator must satisfy himself that the settlement is based upon a termination or cancellation of a subcontract, made necessary by the termination of the prime contract by the Govern1656
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ment, that it was arrived at in good faith, that it is reasonable in amount, and
that it is allocable only in part, and that the proposed allocation is reasonable.
There appears to be one big pitfall an administrator can get into, in settling
subcontractor's claims. That involves the subcontractor's termination inventory.
With the possible exception of radar and aircraft instrument parts and assemblies, a subcontractor must divert to other work, government or commercial, inventories remaining after a notice of termination has been received. The administrator must satisfy himself that a subcontractor has made every effort to
divert his termination inventory. This may require a review of the subcontractor's purchase orders written from the "date of termination," and, if identical
material has been purchased, it must be eliminated from the termination inventory. The simple fact is that a subcontractor cannot purchase material, even
though the price is much less, and include other quantities of the same material
in his claim. He must divert the quantity in his termination inventory, at cost,
to either his government or commercial work. These various factors suggest
strongly that it is to a prime contractor's advantage to expedite the settlement
of subcontractors' claims immediately, in order to avoid arguments or litigation.
Preparation of Schedule A; Choice of Settlement Forms
Schedule A (Exhibit 1), to which reference has already been made, has been
devised as one of the hubs of termination work. It is prepared when a full
termination has been received, on translucent reproducing work paper. As
previously indicated, its preparation is the responsibility of the purchasing agent.
Its preparation as a master permits rapid production of additional copies. The
first run provides a copy for everyone on the termination committee, but it
quite frequently happens, depending on the problems arising, that one or more
of the committeemen will require another copy. The method of preparing
Schedule A is also flexible, allowing for change in form in line with the characteristics of each terminated contract. The basic information for Schedule A
is the purchase order number, quantity cancelled and unit price at cancellation.
Additional columns are for cancellation charges, diversion contract or job number, quantity diverted, and diversion dollar value. In preparing the schedule,
twelve to fifteen column work paper is used to provide space for additional
information.
When a partial termination has been received, it may not be feasible for the
purchasing agent to prepare Schedule A. In that event, the manager of production planning and control becomes the logical one to prepare it. The planning
unit's analytical staff is set the task of reviewing the records, determining reAU G U ST , 19 5 3
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vised quantities of materials required, and informing the purchasing agent as
to what and how much to cancel.
The administrator has the choice of preparing the company's settlement proposal on either form DD-540, Settlement Proposal- Inventory Basis, or on
DD-541, Settlement Proposal -Total Cost Basis. There does not appear to be a
great deal of difference between the two settlement proposals, but, from experience, particularly on subcontract settlement proposals, DD -540 will probably
prove the best. The administrator's job is completed when he has turned over
to management either Form DD-540 or DD-541, complete with all supporting
schedules, so that the final negotiations can be consummated.
However, the administrator does not have to wait until the termination job
is complete, before forwarding subcontractor claims and subcontractor termination inventory schedules, as well as his own termination inventory schedules,
to the contracting officer for approval and disposition. In fact, the termination
inventory can be reduced materially by the submission of partial termination
inventory and settlement proposals.
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Pioneering in Natural Gas Production Costs
by ROY D. DEMME
Administrative Assistant to the Gas Division Manager, Texas Company, Houston, Texas

from gas
A production has not reached
indiLTHOUGH THE INCOME

cated future prominence, its importance is growing daily and we can no
longer treat gas as a by- product of
crude oil production. Investors, economists, and management insist on
knowing how much income may be
anticipated from the large reserves of
gas and how much it will cost to develop and lift these reserves. The well
value of the proved recoverable reserves of natural gas in the United
States is something in excess of thirty
billion dollars. Natural gas liquid
reserves will add another ten billion
dollars. The comparable figure for
crude oil reserves is seventy billion.
One might say that the potential earnings ratio for producers of oil and gas
is four for gas to seven for oil.
For the purpose of this discussion,
gas production costs are considered to
include all expenditures for exploration, development and lifting of the
oil and gas through the oil and gas
separator. Producers are often required to gather, compress, treat, and
even transport gas, in order to market
it economically and prevent waste.
More often than not, the producer's
engagement in gas- gathering and gas processing operations is to conserve
the gas or comply with state conservaAU G US T , 1953

tion regulations, at a considerably
smaller return on invested capital than
could be obtained from development
of additional crude oil and gas reserves. These operations, therefore,
represent something of a burden on
the production process but will not be
so considered here.
Production expenses and gas handling expenses are generally segregated, as an industry practice, in order
to determine the value of gas at the
well or amounts due on royalty or for
production tax purposes. The determination of gas handling costs is relatively simple because a single product
is involved and the expenditures can
be readily identified.
On the other hand, the determination of sound and defensible gas production costs is not simple. There is
no perfect answer and there may not
be a defensible "best answer" to the
problem. The composite well stream
usually consists of crude oil, gas and
salt - water, and other impurities. To
the end - products of oil and gas must
be allocated a portion of exploratory
and development expenditures and
lifting expenses.
In ad eq uacy of K n ow n Met ho ds o f
Determ ining Production Costs

Dry gas reservoirs i.e., not involving oil or condensate, are the exception
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rather than the rule. We are, therefore,
faced with the perplexing cost accounting problem of multiple end - products
from a common process or raw material. The facts that the end - products
are counted in different units of measurement and that the products have
no uniform economic relationship
complicate the problem further. No
reasonable answers are obtained from
an allocation of investment and costs
to oil and gas on the equivalent volume basis, the b.t.u. basis, the major
product basis, the company -wide economic relationship basis, the equivalent reservoir space displacement basis,
or arbitrary valuation of reserves, and
the flaws of the realization value basis
are familiar to all.
The realization value basis is generally used to solve the multiple products cost problem in refineries, even
though the procedure is not fundamentally sound from a cost accounting standpoint. However, the varying
market value of gas in different localities produces such a disparity of
realization values that no acceptable
costs can be obtained when these refinery formulae are applied to crude
oil and gas production costs. Some of
the formulae will achieve realistic results in certain instances and in certain
fields, but no one such formula or
combinations of formulae has met the
test when applied to a representative
group of properties of various gas -oil
ratios and varying economic conditions
1660

in different parts of the United States.
The most scientific allocation of lifting costs requires the determination of
a basic cost per barrel factor for oil
properties producing little or no gas
and a cost per thousand cubic feet factor for essentially dry gas properties.
The appropriate basic factors are then
multiplied by the barrels and thousand
cubic feet produced from properties
which produce both oil and gas. The
combined results of application of
these costs to production will exceed
or be less than the amount of expense
of the combination property and the
basic unit costs are then reduced or
increased by a percentage reflecting
this difference.
This is obviously a laborious procedure and is subject to error if the
basic factors are not reasonably representative of the operating conditions
and producing depth of the property
to which applied. On combination
leases great care must be used. T h e
application of the formula to individual leases is extremely burdensome.
However, it may be used to determine
approximate unit costs for larger segments of producing operations.
The cost per barrel and cost per
thousand cubic feet factors offer a fair
comparison of costs for different periods of time for the same lease or
reservoir but are of little value in comparing one lease or reservoir to another, due to the many varying conditions encountered in different fields.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

An Approach: Segregating Liquid
and Gas Phase Reservoirs

A concentrated study of the problem of gas costs has revealed no sound
and practical basis for the determination of costs for gas as a commodity.
The study did point the way to an
improved cost procedure for oil and
gas production costs which promises
to produce tangible benefits. The procedure requires the segregation of
properties producing crude oil and oil
well gas out of liquid phase reservoirs
from properties producing gas and
condensate out of gas phase reservoirs.
An analysis of the producing characteristics and cost elements will reveal several marked differences in oil
and gas properties, which affect costs.
These are:
I. The drainage areas and spacing of wells
are considerably greater for gas wells
than for oil wells.
2. Gas - condensate wells are usually deeper
and costlier than oil wells.
3. Lifting costs for oil wells are generally
higher because many oil wells must be
pumped.
4. Surface equipment for separation and
handling of products is different.
S. Oil wells are subject to oil proration
while condensate production is related
to the sale or disposition of gas.
b. The use and disposition of gas well gas
is markedly seasonal and under stricter
control of regulating bodies.

If tabulating machines are available,
the segregation of oil and gas properties is relatively simple. The majority of properties producing from
both oil and gas reservoirs will already be established as separate acAU G US T , 1953

counting units, because the spacing requirements for gas wells will force
the formation of a gas unit, except
in those cases where the producer controls all of the required acreage for
the gas well. If the gas well is not
unitized, the producer must know the
investment and expenses for the gas
well separately from the accounting
results for a unit producing from both
types of reservoirs. The determination
and summarization of direct costs offers no major problem and depreciation will follow the investment segregation. Overhead may be distributed
on the same basis as before the segregatinn. The most reasonable basis for
allocating exploratory expenditures, if
expended currently, appears to be on
the realization value basis. The mapping of an exploration and drilling
program for a major producer must
be based on past experience. It anticipates a certain proportion of gas completions and the realization of earnings from these wells.
Results of Accounting Segregation
of Properties

The tangible benefits from this seg-.
regation of properties and costs will
be more representative cost for producing oil properties as well as gas
properties and a better yardstick for
determining anticipated earnings and
expenditures for budgetary projections
and management decisions. The difference in regulations pertaining to oil
and gas properties, the seasonal fluc16 6 1

tuations in earnings from gas properties, and the development and operating costs which will be revealed, will
permit better analysis and control of
current expenditures and improve the
evaluation of contemplated operations.
As for unit costs, the effect of this
segregation is to place gas, in one case,
and oil, in the other, in by- product
status. The income from oil well gas
from oil properties is less than three
per cent of the income from crude oil
and may definitely be treated as a byproduct. If the producer uses the "cost
per barrel" as a cost measure, the error
will not be too great. The income
from condensate produced from gas
properties will approximate twenty per
cent of the income from gas sales and
the application of a suitable cost factor is more difficult. If the cost per
barrel factor is applied to gas -condensate properties without first allocating a fair share of the expenses to
gas, the costs per barrel of condensate
may be so high as to class the property
as uneconomic, whereas, in reality, the
property may be a very profitable operation.
Thus, oil and gas property segregation does not completely answer the
question of unit costs, but it appears
to lead in the right direction without
getting off firm ground. Arbitrary distribution of costs to oil and gas would
add a significant accounting burden
and gain little, if anything, for management or the cost accountant. The
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segregation of properties will result in
improved development and lifting
costs for oil and gas, permit a stronger
defense of gas prices, and point the
way to more profitable operations.
Costs as Indicative of
Profit Potential

The producer seeking to establish a
procedure to determine oil and gas
costs should give much consideration
to the cost factor to be employed for interpreting enterprise profitability. Cost
accounting developed at the turn of
the century as a natural phase of the
industrial growth of that period and
was principally designed for manufacturing operations, in which the processes or operations performed on manufactured goods were reasonably uniform and had a definite beginning and
end. This is not the case in oil and
gas producing operations. Well
depths, reservoir characteristics and
pressures, saltwater encroachment, accessibility, topographical conditions,
and many other factors require different operations and processes, resulting
in varying costs for each unit of oil
and gas produced from different fields.
A significant reference for production costs appears to be a return on investment factor or a relationship factor
showing the ratio of expenses to earnings. The ultimate goal of the producer is to make a profit, not just to
produce oil or gas. The cost accountant should be able to advise manageN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ment when and where to develop gas
reserves and crude oil reserves to obtain the best return on capital invested.
In this connection, if Federal regulation is imposed on gas prices, the
basis for price determination will be
the "return on investment." In order
for management to appraise the risk of
investing in gas development, it will
have to gauge the possible loss in anticipated income which may result
from application of the regulations
laid down by the Federal Power Commission. The historically conservative
accounting policies of producers and
the inequities believed to exist in Federal Power Commission rules and regulations, would seriously affect the gas
producers' earnings and, consequently,
the further development of gas reserves.
Natural Gas "Coming Into Its Own"

Once gas receives proper economic
recognition, prices will, in the writer's
opinion, tend to seek a level which
will bring to the producer the same
margin of profit or return on invest-
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ment and risk capital as crude oil. The
rise in gas prices in the past few years
has been viewed with alarm by gas
consumers and advocates of Federal
control. This price rise, in the face of
even faster rising reserves, is pointed
to as an anomaly. However, gas cost
studies show that gas prices are just
beginning to yield a profit to producers.
In 1938, before the Natural Gas Act
was passed, the Federal Trade Commission, in a lengthy study, lamented
the plight of the producers at the
hands of the pipe line companies. Natural gas reserves were unintentionally
developed in the search for the more
valuable oil and gas was sold at distress prices below cost. It was not uncommon to charge gas wells off to dry
hole expense as a cost of producing
oil. The development of a demand
for gas has naturally tended to correct
this situation, but in only a very few
isolated instances have gas prices increased to the point of affording the
producer the same margin of profit
as on oil.
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COST

COSTING PRACTICES IN INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
TH E INDUS TRIAL A C C O UN TA N T who encounters Mr. Spurr's excellent article on
"Cost Accounting in a Research Organization" in the November 1952 N.A.C.A.
Bulletin may say, "T his cost accounting
system is fine for a consulting laboratory
like Arthur D. Little, Inc., but it doesn't
apply to an industrial research laboratory."
It would be unfortunate if industrial accountants have been led by this line of
reasoning to skip over this article, for many
industrial laboratories do in fact have an
accounting problem to which the techniques
described in the article are applicable.

Although an industrial laboratory usually
does not actually bill customers for the
cost of research projects, many laboratories
find that the collection of costs by projects
provides useful information for management. As a matter of fact, in a survey of
industrial research laboratories conducted
by the Harvard Business School Division
of Research in 1950, seventy -two per cent
of the 415 respondents reported that they
collected cost data on projects. This cost
informa tion is used primarily to give management an idea of the magnitude of the
effort being devoted to a given project.
Since the cost of a project is a good indication of the a mount of effort being devoted
to it, the relative costs of the various
projects being worked on in the laboratory
indicate the relative emphasis being given
to the severa l a rea s in which work is being
done, and thus helps management decide
whether the proper balance is being maintained among these areas. Cost figures col1664
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lected for this purpose do not need to be
precise, and the method used to collect
them should be simple, inexpensive, and,
above all, not burdensome to the technical
people in the laboratory.
The techniques suggested by Mr. Spurr
seem to meet these criteria. The heart of
his system is a time card which is filled
out by each technical man. Technical men
sometimes object to the necessity of keeping a record of how they spend their time
but, in the survey mentioned above, eighty four per cent of the respondents reported
that such records were kept, so the practice
seems to be general. In eighty -eight per
cent of the companies keeping time records,
the records were kept by the men, themselves, as is the case in Mr. Spurr's laboratory. Unlike the practice described by
Mr. Spurr, however, only fourteen per cent
of the laboratories require that these records be turned in to the a ccounting department daily. The most common time interval
reported was weekly. The more frequent
reporting of time in the Arthur D. Little
laboratory is, doubtless, explaina ble by the
fact that, unlike most industrial laboratories,
a consulting laboratory must keep costs
within budget limits which have been
agreed to by the client. Even where the
necessity for close control over costs is not
as great, speed in the production and pu blication of figures is always a virtue, and
the techniques for rapidly summarizing the
labor information described in the article
may therefore have application in other
situations.
Industrial laboratories typically charge a
few categories of costs directly to research
projects and allocate the remainder on some
simple basis, such as the direct labor dolN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

lars basis described in the article. It is
especia lly interesting to note that this laboratory, despite the great importance of
charging costs equitably to its various customers, chooses to use a simple over -all
annually - established overhead rate. A few
industrial companies u se overhead rates for
research work that are as complicated and
meticulously worked out as the rates used
in the manufacturing department. One wonders whether the work involved in setting
and applying these rates is justified, in
view of the use made of the resulting
cost figures.
In any event, even though Mr. Spurr
modestly limits the application of the techniques he describes to consulting laboratories, his article seems to this writer to
have much food for thought for accountants concerned with research laboratories
operated by industrial companies.
ROBERT N. ANTHONY, Boston Chapter
APPRAISING CLERICAL CHECKING
OPERATIONS IN THE LIGHT OF
BENEFITS RECEIVED

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
M A N Y LARGE AND SM AL L COM PA NI ES are
becoming more and more conscious of the

increasing cost of performing numerous
clerical functions. The lack of standards
to evaluate the effectiveness of clerical
functions has resulted in the over - staffing
of clerical sections. The demands by management for financial and statistical information seem to increase each year. The
accounting department realizes the achievement of an important service to management by supplying the requested information. Staffs are increased to supply this
information. The thought of eliminating
certain activities to provide the necessary
time to produce new reports does not, in
many instances, enter our minds.
Our company operates seven plants and
AUGUST, 1953

would be classified as a medium -sized corporation. W e find it necessary to develop
and train our clerical personnel to be extremely flexible, since the volu me of work
does not generally permit specialization in
one clerical task for any length of time
at a plant location. For example, one clerical worker may be assigned the responsibility of processing and paying accounts
payable vouchers. The volu me of accounts
payable may necessitate the assignment of
a second worker on a part -time basis. The
second worker will also assist other sections in completing their daily assignments.
The training a nd development of personnel
to assist in the completion of a nu mber of
daily routine assignments has helped keep
our clerical staff from increasing undu ly as
the clerical volume continues to increase.
Nevertheless, we have found it increasingly difficult to find personnel with sufficient time to produce the new reports requested by management. It is very ea sy, at
this stage, to make a decision in favor of
increasing the clerical staff to efficiently
handle the new requests withou t disturbing
the existing routine. W e were recently
faced with requests by supervisors for additional clerical workers. The supervisors
presented excellent selling points in favor
of the requested a dditions. On the surfa ce,
it appeared that additional help was an
absolute necessity, unless constant overtime
by the workers was to be condoned by
management. Since excessive overtime is
not a policy of our company, we were on
the verge of granting the requests for additional personnel.
W e decided to examine the possibilities
of eliminating certain routine activities,
which were not benefiting the company, in
relationship to the cost of performing them.
W e turned to the processing of payables
and first talked to our accounts payable
personnel, explaining our objectives completely so that the cooperation of the work1665

ers could be relied upon. The accounts
payable personnel kept a detailed list of
the number of extensions, the time spent
making the extensions, and the number of
errors detected in processing vendor invoices for payment in a two -week period.
To our amazement, not one error was found
in this two -week period, yet considerable
time was spent checking the extensions.
On the basis of this test analysis, we feel
the cost of checking the accounts payable
extensions does not substantia te the cost of
performing this activity. W e feel that extensions on all amounts under $50 can be
eliminated at the present time, without
further analysis. The time saved in elimina ting this activity can be used to a mu ch
greater advantage to our company.
We next talked to our billing section personnel. W e obtained their cooperation in
recording all errors and discrepancies found
in a two -week period in performing the
checking of invoices prior to submission
to customers. Again, to our amazement, we
found the verifica tion of a ll extensions disclosed just one error of $ 7.50 for the two week period. It is our opinion at the
present time, that the verification of extensions on customer invoices may be confined
to infrequent testings, as designated by the
supervisors in charge of the billing sections.
In short, the personnel and number of
man hours spent each day in verifying extensions on vendor and customer invoices
does not appear to ju stify the cost of maintaining this control. We a r e aware of the
fact that the members of the payable and
billing staffs may have been extremely
careful of their a ccuracy during this period
of analysis, but talks with the workers indicated the results to be approximately normal.
With the elimination of the two daily
routine activities, as described above, the
time saved should also eliminate the necessity of additional personnel now. We ha ve
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been greatly encouraged by our findings and
have decided to make similar test analysis
of other activities, keeping in mind at all
times the benefit of the activity to our company as compared to the cost of performing
the activity.
CHAUNCEY H. DEAN, JR.,
Youngstown Chapter
THAWING SUBCONTRACTOR FUNDS
FROZEN IN SALEABLE
TOOLING COSTS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
I N T H E A I R C R A F T I N D U S T R Y , a subcontractor may, if not constantly alert, immobilize a large portion of his current assets
in the va lu e of tooling inventories. In the
urgency to produce a cceptable parts for the
customer, it is easy to overlook the fact
that tools produced for the manufacture of
the product are the customer's property,
and, as such, should be converted into

cash at the earliest opportunity.
Tooling ma y be ordered as a pa rt of the
contract for the finished product or as a
separately contracted item. In either case,
the types of tooling contracts may be said
to be numerous. They include principally
the following:
Fixed price —lot charge.
Fixed price— itemized listing of tools required.
Renegotiable target price.
Redeterminable target price.
Cost - plus -fixed -fee.
Cost, no profit.
Variations of these types of contracts
frequently occur. For example, some customers may refuse to furnish sales coverage until an itemized complete listing of
tools is furnished. Others require certification by their representatives before the tooling inventory may be submitted for payment. Others may refuse to furnish sales
coverage until acceptable parts have been
produced from the tools. Still others may
require completion of all the tools on the
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

contract before payment is made.
The subcontractor's problem is to submit inventories and invoices as promptly as
the provisions of the tooling contract permit. Obviously, where all tools must be
completed prior to invoicing, no billing can
be made until the contract terms are met.
Likewise, when acceptable parts are required to be produced prior to collection of
tooling costs, the subcontractor must abide
by the terms of the contract. In these
cases, if inventories must be liquidated, the
practical approach is to weigh the cost of
overtime work by the tooling department
against the interest costs of delayed collections.
Under most of the other types of contracts, measures may be taken to expedite
invoicing. When the contract calls for a
fixed -price lot charge, the problem is simple,
as the customer can be billed when the
tools are reasonably complete. When an
itemized listing of tools is required on a
fixed price contract, it is usually possible
to determine, as the tooling nears completion, what tools remain to be built and to
submit the tooling inventory with those
tools included. Renegotiable contracts resemble the fixed -price contract, and the only
possible adjustment is downward in favor
of the customer, so it is important to include all the tools completed or remaining
to be bu ilt in the fina l inventory submitted.
Here again, however, there are instances in
which the monetary advanta ge of an earlier
collection will offset any small losses resulting from omission of a few minor tools
from the inventory.
Where cost - plus -fixed -fee or cost, no
profit type contracts are in effect, it is also
important to inclu de all the tooling on the
inventory submitted with the invoice.
Again, it is usually possible to estimate
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costs for remaining tools, to a reasonable
degree of accuracy, and thus speed up the
collection of cash. Tooling departments are
noted for their reluctance to a dmit that the
last tool has been built on a contract, and
one or two small tools remaining to be
bu ilt after the ma jor portion of the tooling
has been completed may, unless estimates
are used, delay invoicing the customer for
months.
Redeterminable type contracts are best
adapted to prompt invoicing, since any
small variations between the billed costs
and final costs will be picked up in the
final submission for redetermination.
Major contracts often permit of partial
billings. When this is so, the usual practice is to invoice the completed tools at the
estimated hou rly rate for labor and burden,
plus the costs of ma terials and outside production.
When a separate invoice cost is required
for each tool, it is usual to pro -rate the
sales value to individual tools, based on
their proportionate share of the total cost
of the contra ct. Planning time is usu ally a
separate element of cost and is prorated
over the various tools on a basis of total
cost or total tooling man hours. Partial
or partially estimated inventories of tools
require, of course, the exercise of judgment in allocating these factors.
. Constant cooperation among the tool
control, cost, and general accounting departments, making a concerted effort to
conclude tooling inventories and invoice
customers promptly and using the possibilities implied in the tooling contracts,
will permit prompt liquidation of the investment and defrost the subcontractors'
frozen funds, for use in the manufacture
of saleable products.
EDWARD E. MILLS, San Diego Chapter
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